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--- Upon commencing at 1:05 p.m.1

2

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Hello.  Good morning. 3

This morning the -- I'm thinking of morning and it's at4

lunch time.  At any rate we kind of start late because of5

equipment.  6

My name is Joseph Judas.  And I just7

wanted to ask that one of the Elders to pray for us here8

this morning and to start of this -- this meetings.  So9

I'd like to ask Francis Williah to pray and then I will10

speak my language after that and the translator is going11

to be translating that.  (DOGRIB LANGUAGE SPOKEN)12

13

(OPENING PRAYER)14

15

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   (DOGRIB16

LANGUAGE SPOKEN) 17

18

 (THROUGH INTERPRETER INTO ENGLISH)19

20

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   ...come to21

-- for the purpose of holding our meeting because of22

this.  First of all, prior to the -- the -- to the me --23

to starting the meeting, I'd like to say a special thank24

you to Francis, who done the prayer for us.  25
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But yesterday -- for the past three (3)1

days -- after we brought back today -- we had a2

celebration with our cultural recreation.  Yesterday it3

was very late when we finished that -- that hand game.  4

As you can see, the -- the -- all the5

floor has been washed, the place has been re -- chairs6

and all rearranged.  All the peop -- young people who7

prepared that room for us, it's -- they have done this8

for the leaders here, that Jean Natzo (phonetic), Richard9

Bishop, and William Tatsia, and also Eddie -- Eddie Quidy10

(phonetic).  There were four (4) young -- young mens.  It11

was very late, but they had prepared this room for us. 12

I'm very pleased with their work today.  I was -- will be13

speaking to you.14

What I was thinking this morning.  We were15

supposed to hold our meeting starting this morning, but16

that didn't happen, and we have lapsed some times here. 17

But prior to the 12th we -- we had our meeting.  We are18

very pleased with what -- the outcome of the meeting. 19

There are many people who have come here and there are ma20

-- many new visitors here.  When we say 'interview',21

we're talking about visitors who have come from -- they22

are coming from all over the -- the world.23

We have four members from Fohka (phonetic)24

outlining communities and Behchoko here.  The Elders are25
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here with us.  And also for this very day I am -- I am Ju1

-- Judas from Wekweeti, and also I am with the -- Wek --2

Wek'eezhii Renewable Resource Board and I am a member of3

the Board.4

And also I have a man here with me -- a5

person -- is Grant -- he's interim chair -- chair.  We6

haven't found the -- the main chairperson, so we -- he's7

an interim.  But when we have come to here to your --8

your community, we are very pleased that we are here and9

with you in your community.  We are pleased with that.10

We are in a land -- Tlicho Land with the11

four (4) communities.  We are holding -- hosting this12

meeting in the Tlicho community.  Also, for the future,13

this meeting will last until Friday.  14

This is the most important part of our15

life that we are dealing with for this meeting.  What can16

we do?  The purpose of this meeting.  We should have a17

clear concise meeting, talking about many issues -- who18

can have -- a good outcome.19

Today we are talking about an animal that20

is very important to us.  This is the purpose of this21

meeting.  We have gathered all this people.  The animal,22

it gives us food, and also give us clothing.  And also23

we're hoping that we can keep this animal for the future24

generation.  It's so important.  We are trying to decide25
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what we can do to -- to have more caribou.  1

All these people will relate -- when they2

speak, they will relate about the caribou.  How could we3

now put our information together so that everybody will4

come away with some compromise, some -- some sort of5

solution.6

For the past four (4) days we will hold7

our meeting about this -- for this today.  We had --8

since we had established Tlicho -- I said ten (10) years9

-- 2005 was the -- the day that we commenced in this10

Tlicho Government, and also the lands claim settlement. 11

Since the effective date -- since that day, we know that12

there -- in the content of the agreement, there's a13

clause in there for the -- for this ki -- particular14

issue.  It -- we're -- what we're dealing here, when this15

-- when this agreement was made, there -- it says that --16

that the borders would be established and how to deal17

with animal is -- is in content of that agreement.18

And today when you look at it, from Ottawa19

we have one (1) member -- Board member.  There is two (2)20

members that they -- they have with us on Wek'eezhii21

Board -- and also two (2) from the Territorial22

Government.  There's four (4) members from the23

Government.  And we -- from the Tlicho Government, we24

have four (4) members.  So there are three (3) -- three25
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(3) government members who are a part of the Board here1

we are sitting here.  2

But for the day, some of these members3

only dealing with issues about a little animal.  How do4

we deal with this?  How do we coordinate?  What can we do5

to -- to revive the herd numbers?  We are looking forward6

to that and we're going to collect all the information we7

can from some of the -- the Intervenors and leaders here.8

So today, my family members, what we can9

talk about and share with each other, I haven't covered10

everything today, but all that information will be given11

out -- will be -- speakers will talk about that.  And,12

also, we -- it's good to know who the members are, who13

are responsible for this issue.  It's always good to know14

which -- the members are -- which members are under the15

Wek'eezhii Resource.16

We have four (4) members, Tlicho members. 17

I'd like to announce that Charlie Rabesca is one (1) of18

the member from our Tlicho Government.  And, also, we19

also have Mike Romie.  They are the Tlicho Government20

nominees.  They are a member of the Board.21

And, also, we have to -- the nominee under22

Fed -- Territory Government we have Moise Rabesca --23

Moise Rabesca.  These are Tlicho Government nominees. 24

And also Lance Schmidt, Government of Northwest Territory25
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mem -- nominees.  They're also Board member.1

And so, my family members, those are the2

information I needed to share with you.  And also under3

the Wek'eezhii lands, we are talking about the caribou;4

how we can -- how we can save the -- the numbers, the5

herd.  This is what we're looking at, so -- this kind of6

issues.  7

I'm not going to be the only one to talk8

about this, but I have Grant here who's sitting with me. 9

He will be here -- remain here with -- Friday.  We will10

help each other to control this meeting.  We are selected11

as the Chairma -- Chairperson.  We're hoping we can get12

information from you, we can share some stories and13

information that you need to share with us, and we'll --14

we'll appreciate that.15

And so that's all I have to say at this16

time, this very morning -- morning.  Thank you. 17

18

(INTERPRETATION CONCLUDED)19

 20

CO-CHAIRPERSON PRYZNIK:   Thank you,21

Joseph.  Good afternoon, everyone.  I appreciate your --22

your patience during our technical difficulties here. 23

We're up and running.  We're a couple of hours behind,24

but we should be able to make that up if all goes well.25
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My name's Grant Pryznyk.  I'm the interim1

Chair of the Wek'eezhii Renewable Resources Board.  And2

as Joseph mentioned, he and I will be co-chairing this3

meeting this week.  We are on Tlicho Government land and4

we thank the Tlicho Government and the community of5

Behchoko for their hospitality.6

The hearing which begins today is of7

historic importance to all -- to many people.  It will8

give all stakeholders a chance to play a part in managing9

the Bathurst caribou herd.  We must do our best to ensure10

that the herd is there for the people of Wek'eezhii in11

the future.12

Use of this resource is of primary13

importance to everyone.  Dene people in the Wek'eezhii14

area have lived with caribou since time immemorial. 15

Resident hunters harvest caribou for food, and outfitters16

rely on them as part of their livelihood.  This week we17

must all work together to make sure that our18

grandchildren's children will also live with the caribou. 19

We must ask difficult questions of20

ourselves and others, such as are we hunting too many21

caribou?  We must remember that there are other users of22

our Bathurst herd in the NWT and Nunavut.  The Board must23

make a decision that is fair to everyone, yet allows the24

herd to sustain itself.25
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Our Board was established by the Tlicho1

agreement when it came into force in August of 2005. 2

Today the Board is responsible for managing wildlife,3

forest, plants, and protected areas within the Wek'eezhii4

area.  Ours is a co-management Board with 50 percent of5

the members made up from Tlicho Government and 50 percent6

appointed by governments of Canada and N -- NWT.7

The Board operates as an institution of8

public government and acts in the public interest.  The9

Board's jurisdiction is in Wek'eezhii area.  The map on10

the wall at the back clearly defines the area of our11

responsibility for wildlife management, as set out in the12

land claim agreement.  As you will observe, the range of13

the Bathurst caribou herd is much larger than the area14

over which the Board has jurisdiction.  15

At this point, I would like to introduce16

the other Board members.  Tlicho Government nominees are17

Charlie Rabesca, Mike Romie, and my co-chair -- fellow18

co-chair, Joseph Judas.  Bruce MacDonald, on my left, and19

Ray Case are from the Government of the North -- or,20

sorry, Ray Case is from the Government of the Northwest21

Territories on -- the beard, and Bruce MacDonald and I22

are Government of Canada nominees.  23

We have two (2) other members:  Moise24

Rabesca, of -- a Tlicho Government nominee, and Lance25
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Schmidt from the Government of the Northwest Territories1

nominee, are also Board members.  In November 2009 both2

of them declared a conflict of interest relating to this3

proceeding.  4

Although they are here today as observers5

-- Moise and Lance, are you -- could you stand, please,6

so people could see you, please?  Moise?  There they are. 7

Thank you.  8

They are here as observers but will play9

no part in our deliberations on the Joint Management10

Proposal after the hearing is over and the record is11

closed.12

We also have with us John Donihee, over on13

the far right, our legal counsel; Al -- Allice Legat, our14

research and monitoring coordinator; and Karen Clark, our15

wildlife biologist.  And our Executive Director, Jodi16

Snortland, will join us later; she has been away on a17

family matter for ab -- about a week now.18

During the week the Board will conduct a19

hearing based on Bathurst Caribou's Joint Management20

Proposal submitted by the Government of the Northwest21

Territories, the Department of Environment and Natural22

Resources, or ENR, and the Tlicho Government, on November23

5, 2009.24

The Joint Management Proposal includes25
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proposals for nine (9) management actions and eleven (11)1

monitoring actions.  Although the Board will consider all2

proposed management and monitoring actions in making its3

final decision, the Board has decided to limit the focus4

of this Hearing to the first five (5) management actions5

which are related to harvesting. 6

Specifically, ENR and Tlicho Government7

have requested that the Board review, consider, and make8

recommendations on management actions to reduce and/or9

restrict harvesting on the Bathurst caribou herd,10

including the establishment of a total allowable harvest. 11

Section 12.3.10 of the Land Claim12

Agreement gives the Board the discretion to hold a13

hearing when considering a wildlife management proposal14

and makes it mandatory to hold a hearing when a total15

allowable harvest is being considered.  Public notice of16

this Hearing was given in the New North newspaper and the17

Yellowknifer newspaper on November 11th, 2009, January18

20th, March 15th, 17th, 19th and 22nd, 2010, as well as19

distributed to all Tlicho communities.  Beginning March20

15th, the public notice was also provided daily on CBC,21

CKLB, and CJCD radio.22

As well, the Board established a public23

registry on its website on November 17th, 2009, and24

updated it regularly.  All documents pertaining to the25
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proceeding are posted on the public registry for anyone1

to look at.  The website is www.wrrb.ca.2

There are twenty-two (22) registered3

parties for this proceeding, ni -- composed nineteen (19)4

Intervenors, one (1) independent expert, ENR and the5

Tlicho Government.  The Board staff and legal counsel6

have been working with the parties to ensure that this7

hearing process is fair, runs smoothly, and that the8

Board is provided with the information that it needs to9

respond to the Joint Management Proposal.  Hearing10

instructions were provided on March 8th, 2010, to all11

registered parties.  12

These proceedings are being recorded and13

will be transcribed later by Wendy Warlock of Digi-Tran14

Incorporated, who is our reporter over here on our left. 15

Therefore, I ask that when you speak at microphone,16

please first state your name and who you represent before17

your presentation or any questions you may have.  Please18

be mindful that we have interpreters.  These proceedings19

are being simultaneously translated so pace yourself20

accordingly.21

The order of proceedings will be as22

follows:  The Board will hear from ENR regarding the23

Joint Management Prosal -- Proposal before the Board. 24

They will have one (1) hour to make their presentation,25
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followed by a three (3) hour question period.  1

Once ENR has completed its presentation2

the order of questioning will be as follows:  Tlicho3

Government, independent expert, registered Intervenors as4

listed in the hearing schedule, then the Board Legal5

Counsel, and/or staff.  The Board members will have the6

last opportunity to ask questions.7

Each registered party will have ten (10)8

minutes to question ENR.  Once the questioning is9

complete, if time allows, registered parties may ask10

additional questions in the same order as before.11

When the ENR questions are completed we12

will proceed to the Tlicho Government presentation13

regarding the Joint Management Proposal.  They will have14

three (3) hours to make their presentation followed by a15

one (1) hour question period.  The order of questioning16

will be as follows: ENR, independent expert, registered17

parties, the Board, legal counsel and staff, and then the18

Board members.19

The next presentation will be by Anne --20

Dr. Anne Gunn.  Dr. Gunn has been retained as an21

independent expert for the WRRB's public hearing.  The22

Board's approach to retaining Dr. Gunn was developed with23

the goal of ensuring that she could contribute to the24

Hearing while ensuring that the requirements of fairness25
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are met. 1

Dr. Gunn will play no part in the Board's2

deliberations on the proposal after the Hearing is over3

and the record is closed.  She will present for thirty4

(30) minutes, followed by a forty-five (45) minute5

question period.  The order of questions will be as6

follows: ENR, Tlicho Government, registered parties,7

Board, legal counsel and/or staff, then the Board8

members.9

Registered Intervenors will present next. 10

Each registered Intervenor will have thirty (30) minutes11

to make its presentation.  More than one (1) person can12

deliver a presentation, but there's still a thirty (30)13

minute time limit for the entire presentation.  WRRB14

staff will be timing the presentations and will remind15

you of your time remaining at the five (5) minute and one16

(1) minute marks.  And apparently the staff has given me17

the pieces of paper.  So that's what you'll be shown at18

the five (5) minute -- oh, five (5) minute and one (1)19

minute mark.20

In the interest of time, Shoshone21

Wilderness Adventures, Qaivvik Ltd./Caribou Pass22

Outfitters will be allowed to present once for forty-five23

(45) minutes, followed by a thirty (30) minute question24

period.25
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There will be an opportunity for questions1

after each Intervenor presentation, beginning with ENR,2

followed by Tlicho Government, and then in the same order3

as previously set out.4

Tuesday and Thursday evenings have been5

set aside for Tlicho citizens and the general public to6

speak on a first-come, first-served basis.  Each speaker7

will have a ten (10) minute time limit.  There will be no8

question period for the public speaking session.9

Wednesday afternoon and Friday morning10

will be for registered general public to present on a11

first-come, first-served basis.  Each speaker will have a12

fifteen (15) minute time limit.  There will be no13

question period.14

Anyone wishing to speak during any of15

these four (4) days is asked to please register at the16

table by the door, indicating their preferred date of17

presentation, as this will help us manage our time.  And18

that table is over by the window there when you first19

come in the door.20

The Board wants this Hearing to be as21

informal as possible; however, the Board is bound by the22

rules of procedural fairness.  The co-chairs are23

responsible for the conduct of this Hearing, so all24

questions and comments are to be addressed to either of25
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the co-chairs from the microphones provided.  The co-1

chairs will recognize each speaker at the mic.2

We must all respect each other and speak3

to the issues of caribou management.  Interrupting4

speakers or engaging in personal attacks does no one any5

good and we request your cooperation for this one.6

At the end of the Hearing, the registered7

parties will have an opportunity to present closing8

comments.  All closing comments will be limited to ten9

(10) minutes per speaker.  The parties that filed their10

request, Tlicho Government, ENR, will be the last to11

speak in that session.  Their closing comments will be12

limited to twenty (20) minutes each.  The co-chairs will13

make closing comments and the Hearing will come to a14

close.  15

The Hearing is scheduled to run from 10:0016

-- well, actually 1:00 till 6:00 p.m. today, and from17

9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Tuesday to Friday.  Evening18

sessions mentioned earlier are scheduled for Tuesday and19

Thursday evenings from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.  20

Each day we'll break for lunch from 12:0021

to 1:00 p.m., as close as we can.  Lunch will be provided22

-- you had that today -- and we will take appropriate23

rest breaks in between.  Coffee and refreshments are at24

the back of the room so, please, help yourselves when you25
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feel the need.1

I should mention also that CBC and a2

couple of the other media, CKLB, are also broadcasting3

our afternoon sessions from our proceeding here, or from4

our Hearing, so I just wanted to advise you of that, as5

well.6

Now before we proceed to start up the7

Hearing, I have one (1) additional piece of information. 8

The Board has noted that some parties have included9

concerns in their submissions to the Board.  While this10

may be understandable, given the importance of the issues11

we must deal with, the Board wants to be clear now is the12

time to identify an issue if you want the Board to13

address it in a legal ruling.  The Board is prepared to14

proceed with the Hearing if there are no preliminary or15

legal issues.  If you have any issues now, please16

approach a microphone and let us know.17

18

(BRIEF PAUSE)19

20

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 21

There are -- no issues been identified.  All right. 22

Let's proceed with the hearing.  23

The first presentation will be made by24

Environment and Natural Resources.  They will have one25
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(1) hour to make their presentation, followed by the1

three (3) hour question period.2

Please come to the table, presentation3

table, with your representatives.  Thank you.  4

5

PRESENTATION BY ENR:6

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Good afternoon, Mr.7

Chair -- Co-Chairs, Elders, Leaders, and all who have8

taken this time to attend this very important hearing. 9

My name's Ernie Campbell.  I'm the Assistant Deputy10

Minister of Operations for the Department of Environment11

and Natural Resources.12

With me today are Jan Adamczewski, our13

ungulate biologist; Bruno Croft, manager of research and14

monitoring for the North Slave region; Susan Fleck,15

director of wildlife; Fred Mandeville, the manager of16

wildlife environment for the North Slave region.17

I'd like to also introduce a few others18

after our presentation, just prior to the questioning19

period, and they are seated behind me and at -- at the20

end of this table.21

We are here today to provide the Board22

with our best biological advice for managing caribou. 23

Our presentation has two (2) main parts.  The first part24

is an overview of the technical information which will be25
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presented by Jan Adamczewski and Bruno Croft; to be1

followed by a shorter section on management aspects,2

which will be given by Susan Fleck and Fred Mandeville. 3

I will now turn it over to Jan Adamczewski to begin the4

presentation.  Thank you.5

6

(BRIEF PAUSE)7

8

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:  Good afternoon.  I9

will start the presentation, and will hand it over to10

Bruno for part of the presentation, and then I'll finish11

up the technical section.12

13

(BRIEF PAUSE)14

15

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Have anybody who's16

good on these things, Karen?  17

18

(BRIEF PAUSE)19

20

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Pardon the slow21

interruption.  This is an overview of the technical22

section of our presentation today, so there are number of23

parts to it.  The first part will be what is a herd, and24

that will be -- for that, we will show an animation of25
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radio collar movements.1

The second point, or section, herds as the2

basis for management.  Then we'll talk about natural3

long-term caribou cycles, current trends in herd size,4

have caribou moved somewhere else, factors that affect5

herd size and trend, management actions for other NWT6

herds, and then recovery, modelling and risk management.7

8

(BRIEF PAUSE)9

10

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   This animation11

shows the movements of satellite collared cows since 199612

from caribou herds found in the North Slave region.  The13

animation begins with caribou on their wintering areas on14

January 1st, and follows their movements through the15

year.16

Each colour is a different herd.  Red is17

Bluenose East, brown is Bathurst, light purple is Ahiak,18

and black is Beverly.  The number of caribou you see19

reflects the number of collars on that herd, and not how20

many caribou are in the herd.21

In winter, there is overlap between the22

herds, but as the calving season approaches the herds23

move to separate calving areas.  I will stop the24

animation in June, when the cows are on the calving25
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ground.  You will see how cows from each herd come1

together on their calving grounds.2

3

(ANIMATION PLAYED)4

5

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Okay, so now we're6

in late June, and you can see where the Bluenose East,7

Bathurst, Ahiak, and Beverly caribou are all on their8

separate calving grounds.9

During the rest of the summer, the herds10

are generally separate.  In September, there is some11

overlap.  During the rut at the end of October, the herds12

are separate again.  Then they head to the wintering13

areas, where the herds overlap again.  The colours can14

tell you where different herds are at all times of the15

year.  Most collars are on cows, but some bulls also have16

collars.  17

And I'll run the rest of the animation18

now.19

20

(ANIMATION PLAYED)21

22

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Okay, so that was23

our first slide showing the animation so you understand24

how we define herds.  Herds as the basis for management25
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is the subject of this slide.1

The review done by the Alberta Research2

Counsel, or ARC, was started because of public concerns3

about survey methods and quality of information collected4

by our department about barren-ground caribou.5

ARC is an independent agency with no6

previous involvement in NWT caribou studies.  Its7

independent peer review report was released in 2009.  The8

report supported the approach taken by ENR on caribou9

studies and the survey methods used.10

ARC agreed that herds are defined by the11

calving grounds they use throughout North America.  ARC12

also agreed that herds were declining and there was no13

evidence of caribou moving elsewhere.14

The report contained a number of15

suggestions on how ENR could improve its caribou16

programs.  It is important to note that ARC does17

technical or science based reviews.  It does not review18

policies or management decisions.19

ARC did not want to address issues like20

harvest management or allocation because harvest21

management is the responsibility of co-management boards22

and governments who must consider many factors when23

making management decisions.24

ARC staff were able to use any reports or25
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information they needed and were free to talk to anyone1

about them.  ARC relied on government reports, published2

technical papers, and material provided by the3

outfitters.4

THE GNWT is implementing the5

recommendations made by ARC.  The recommendations are6

being used to develop the next five (5) year NWT caribou7

management strategy.  ENR has looked at how many collars8

are needed for post calving surveys to estimate herd size9

in the Bluenose herds, and there are enough for recent10

surveys.  ENR must respect community requests to limit11

how many caribou are collared. 12

In two (2) of the last three (3) years we13

have tried to survey all the herds at the same time14

during calving.  We have also increased the information15

being collected for all herds, and included calf survival16

and comparing the number of bulls to the number of cows.17

Population models have been used to18

understand declines and to develop options for the19

management of herds.  ENR is working to develop a process20

for peer review of reports to informa -- and to get21

information from surveys out more quickly.22

The NWT Caribou Management Strategy23

provides a territory wide approach for studies, and ENR24

works with co-management boards on studies and surveys. 25
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We work with our co-management partners using an adaptive1

management approach.2

ENR has always had strong partnerships3

with universities and other agencies to increase caribou4

studies and look at the reasons for the decline of5

caribou herds.  We are also supporting traditional6

knowledge projects on caribou.  So you can see that a lot7

of the recommendations, we already have things in place8

and we'll work on the rest. 9

Large changes in numbers over time, or10

cycles, are a normal part of barren-ground caribou herds11

across North America.  We know this based on traditional12

knowledge from records of hunting success at traditional13

sites, from indirect methods like spruce-root scars, and14

in the last thirty (30) to forty (40) years from15

population surveys of caribou.16

Most herds in the NWT declined in the late17

1970s, increased in the early 1980s, reached high numbers18

in the 1990s, and declined in the 2000s.  This has also19

been demonstrated for most herds in northern Quebec and20

Alaska.  The graph at the bottom right of this slide21

shows large changes in numbers over time in Alaskan22

herds, although the peaks and lows do not always match23

among the herds.24

Using the map on the slide we will look at25
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where each herd in the Northwest Territories is -- is1

found and what is known about its trend.  The calving2

ground for each of these herds will be shown as a solid3

colour at the north end of its range.4

Starting in the Inuvik region, the Cape5

Bathurst herd was estimated at nearly twenty thousand6

(20,000) in 1992.  By 2005 this herd had declined to7

eighteen hundred (1,800) caribou.  The 2006 survey8

confirmed this number and the Inuvialuit agreed to stop9

all hunting.  In 2009 the new estimate of eighteen10

hundred (1,800) caribou shows that the decline had11

stopped and the herd was showing a stable trend.  The12

Cape Bathurst herd remains closed to hunting.13

The Bluenose West herd moves mostly north14

and west of Great Bear Lake; it has a similar history. 15

This herd declined from more than a hundred thousand16

(100,000) animals in 1992 to just eighteen thousand17

(18,000) in July of 2006.  The Inuvialuit, Gwich'in and18

Sahtu Wildlife Co-management Boards recommended a total19

allowable harvest for this herd.  The 2009 survey showed20

that the decline has stopped and this herd appears to21

have remained stable during the past three (3) years.  A22

total allowable harvest remains in place.23

The Bluenose East herd moves east of Great24

Bear Lake and north to Kugluktuk.  It has declined25
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rapidly since 2000 from more than a hundred thousand1

(100,000) caribou to sixty-six thousand (66,000) in 2006. 2

ENR attempted to do a post-calving survey of this herd in3

July 2009 but the survey was unsuccessful due to weather. 4

We do not believe the Bluenose East herd has increased.5

The Bathurst herd moves between Great6

Slave  Lake and Bathurst Inlet.  It was estimated at7

about four hundred seventy thousand (470,000) animals in8

1986.  The herd declined slowly through the 1990s and9

more rapidly in the 2000s.  From 2006 to 2009 the herd10

declined from more than a hundred thousand (100,000)11

caribou to just thirty-two thousand (32,000).12

The Ahiak herd is in the Queen Maud Gulf13

area during calving and its winter range ex -- extends as14

far south as northern Saskatchewan.  Although there is no15

estimate of the size of the Ahiak herd, ENR and Nunavut16

biologists have flown regular survey lines over the17

calving areas of this herd every year for the last four18

(4) years and compared the number of animals seen on19

transect.  This information has shown a decline of nearly20

60 percent in the number of cows seen on the Ahiak21

calving area.22

The Beverly herd moves from Northern23

Saskatchewan to north of Baker Lake.  The last full24

population survey of the Beverly herd was done in 199425
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and resulted in an estimate of two hundred and seventy-1

six thousand (276,000) caribou.  No more surveys were2

done on this herd until 2002.  Between 2002 and 2007, the3

number of cows on the Beverly calving area fell very4

rapidly.  In 2009 fewer than two hundred (200) cows were5

counted.  Information from a small number of radio6

callers indicates the remaining Beverly caribou are7

moving with Ahiak caribou through much of the year, which8

is why those two (2) blobs overlap so much.9

East of the Beverly herd to Hudson Bay is10

another caribou herd, the Qamarirjuaq.  We don't have it11

on this map.  It was surveyed in 2008 and has declined12

slowly since 1994.13

Conditions on the land are a little bit14

different for every caribou herd.  For example, winter15

roads, exploration levels, and snow conditions can all be16

different.  They all affect herd size and trend.  That is17

why it is important to know what's going with each herd.18

And Bruno will handle the next section of19

our presentation.20

MR. BRUNO CROFT:   Thank you, Jan.  A21

verbatim presentation is not my thing so please bear with22

me.  People always want to know how caribou are counted. 23

The Bathurst herd size is an estimate based on the number24

of breeding cows found in the calving area.  These25
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surveys are done in June.1

Each survey starts by flying regularly2

spaced line about 10 kilometres apart over a very large3

area.  About 14,000 kilometres were flown in June of4

2009.  Caribou seen on each 10 kilometres line are5

counted. 6

We also watch the travel of the collared7

animals.  This is -- this is how the exact number of cows8

has been estimated in the past twenty-five (25) years. 9

The blue area is where the cows were concentrated in June10

of 2009.11

A lot of yearlings and a few bulls also12

travel to the calving area.  This part of the survey is13

called a systematic recognisance survey, and the number14

of caribou counted can be compared to other years to15

determine the trend.16

People from the communities have17

participated in these surveys for the past four (4)18

years.  In 2009, the participants have included George19

Mandeville from the North Slave Metis Alliance, Fran --20

Frank Camsell from the Tlicho Government, or Tlicho21

people, and Noel Doctor and Ron Fatt from the Akaitcho.22

Other types of informations are also used23

to figure out if a herd is increasing or decreasing in24

size.  I'm sorry, I missed a slide here.  Yeah, I'm using25
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Jan's note.  I have my own notes.  1

Okay.  Once the calving area is found, it2

is divided into high, medium, and low density blocks. 3

Survey lines are drawn on a map for a plane to fly over4

and take photo -- photographs.5

More lines are photographing in the high6

density area to make the results more precise.  The plane7

takes photos all along the line, and the caribou in the8

photos are later counted.9

About 99 percent of the caribou are in the10

high and medium density blocks.  It takes less than two11

days to take the photos.  At this time of year, the cows12

don't move around much, so animals are not counted twice. 13

The 2009 survey resulted in one of the14

most precise estimate of all the Bathurst caribou15

surveys.  Since we know the ratio of bulls-to-cows from16

surveys assessed during the rut, we can calculate the17

estimate of total herd size using the number of cows on18

the calving area.19

The basic meth -- method of the Bathurst20

surveys has been the same since 1986.  21

22

(BRIEF PAUSE)23

24

MR. BRUNO CROFT:   Okay, thank you.  Wow,25
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that's better.  On this slide, other types of information1

are also used to figure out if a herd is increasing or2

decreasing in size.3

It is hard to tell from year to year, but4

if you look back over five (5) years you can get a good5

picture of what is happening.  The following information6

is gathered for the Bathurst herd.  7

Herd size every three (3) years.  Every8

survey costs about four hundred thousand dollars9

($400,000).  10

Recognisance survey on the calving ground. 11

These surveys give you a rough idea of the number of cows12

on the calving grounds.13

On the top left graph, the red dots are14

the estimate of the herd size for 2003, 2006, and 2009. 15

The blue line shows the number counted on the16

recognisance surveys, which are more cheaper to do.  The17

downward trend between 2006 and 2009 is clear.  18

Supreme calf survival.  The graph in the19

bottom left of this slide shows calf survival was good in20

the 1980s.  These are the points above the line in the21

graph.22

Between 2000 and 2006 calf survival was23

poor.  This means fewer calves were living to be adults. 24

In the last three (3) years, calf survival has been25
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better than in the early 2000s, but because of the low1

number of cows, not as many calves are born as when the -2

- the herd was larger.3

Bull -- bull-to-cow ratios are counted4

during the rut.  The Bathurst herd has the lowest bull-5

to-cow ratio of all the NWT herds surveyed in recent6

years, at less than forty (40) bulls per hundred cows.  A7

healthy herd should have fifty (50) to sixty (60) bulls8

to every one hundred (100) cows.  9

This map shows the world caribou and10

reindeer herds in 2009 as we were looking down from the11

North Pole.  The red areas show the herds that are12

declining.  The green areas are the herds that are13

increasing.  The herds shown in the grey area were14

uncertain or unknown because there is not enough15

information about them.16

Globally, most wild caribou and reindeer17

herds are declining.  The graph on the outside of the map18

show trend over time for some of these herds. 19

Unfortunately, there is a lot of red on this map, and not20

much green.21

The main reason for the overall declines22

in herds across the Arctic may be global weather pattern,23

and possibly global warming.  However, each herd has its24

own conditions, and sometime neighbouring herds may have25
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opposite trends.  For example, one (1) may be increasing1

while the other is decreasing.  We need to monitor2

individual herds and try to understand what's happening3

with each of these herds. 4

Some people say caribou are not declining,5

the herds are -- just move somewhere else.  There are6

three (3) types of information that tells us that caribou7

herds have not moved anywhere else in the last two (2)8

years.  First, in 2007 and 2008 ENR biologists flew the9

entire tundra, from the Mackenzie Delta, almost to Hudson10

Bay, in early June, at the time of calving.  About 60,00011

kilometres were flown each summer.  12

The green, yellow, and red area on the two13

(2) maps of the -- on this slide show the only places14

where calving was seen.  The locations of all satellite15

collared caribou were also checked, and no caribou were16

found in the trees.  Flight lines also covered areas17

between calving grounds.  18

In 2009, the area between Kugluktuk and19

Baker Lake was flown.  All the calving areas were found20

in the same places as in previous years.  There were21

fewer caribou seen on transect in 2008, in 2009 than in22

2007.  This supports the information that all herds are23

declining.  24

On the maps, area with high density of25
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caribou are red, medium density area are yellow, and the1

area with low density are green.  Another way to look at2

-- at whether cows are moving between calving area is to3

look at how often collared cows switch from one calving4

area to another.5

From 1996 to 2009 we have records for one6

hundred and fifty-three (153) cows, and we found that 47

percent of cows from the Bathurst herd switched to the8

Bluenose East calving area, while 2 percent of the9

Bluenose East cows switched to the Bathurst calving area.10

During the same period, 3 percent of the11

Bathurst cows moved to the Ahiak calving area, while 212

percent of the cal -- Ahiak calves switched to the13

Bathurst calving area.14

These rates show the overall -- that15

overall there was little light movement between the16

Bathurst herd and neighbouring herds.  These rates of17

exchange are similar to what is seen in other areas, such18

as Alaska, and now lower than those seen in northern19

Quebec.20

If caribou have move elsewhere we would21

expect to see increased numbers of caribou in22

neighbouring herds.  The graph on this slide show the23

transient herds on either side of the Bathurst herd.  On24

the left is the de -- declining trend of the Bluenose25
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East herd from 2000 to 2006.  In the middle is the1

decline of the Bathurst herd from 1986 to 2009.  On the2

right is the downward trend in the number of cows seen on3

Ahiak calving ground from 2006 and 2009.  The Bathurst4

herd declined at a faster rate from 2006 to 2009 than all5

the other herds in the NWT.6

During the past three (3) years ENR has7

made a special effort to check that caribou have not8

moved elsewhere.  We do not believe the dramatic decline9

in the Bathurst herd is due to animals moving, since no10

herds has  increasing -- are increasing, sorry.  If a11

large number of Bathurst caribou had moved to another12

range, we should see some signs of this on our surveys or13

through movement of radio collars.  There are not many14

caribou in the North Slave region and this is why ENR has15

been recommending management actions.16

Many factors affect population size and17

trend in barren-ground caribou herds.  This is the main18

reason it is important to monitor information for each19

herd.  Predators like wolves takes calves and adult20

throughout the year and bears often kill young calves on21

the calving ground.  Weather affects caribou in many ways22

at all time of the year.  23

Fire on the winter range is a natural part24

of the ecosystem, but big fire years may mean that large25
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parts of the forested winter range will burn and the1

lichens caribou depend on -- in winter are very slow-2

growing.  Seventy (70) or one hundred (100) years may go3

by before cari -- caribou use burnt winter range4

extensively again.5

Barren-ground caribou may be disturbed by6

mines, roads, and traffic.  Declines or increases in some7

herds may be influenced by population age structure.  A8

herd with a large proportion of young to middle-aged cows9

is likely to have higher survival and productivity than10

one with many young or very old cows.11

Caribou have various parasites and12

diseases which may affect their condition and13

reproduction.  Hunter harvests from large herds is14

usually a small proportion of the herd, but if declining15

herds reach low numbers the harvest may have a16

significant impact.  17

In the next few slides we will review the18

information available for the Bathurst herd for each19

factor. 20

Weather conditions are different every21

year.  Weather conditions can affect how caribou food22

grows.  If snow is deep it is hard for caribou to find23

food.  A hot summer can mean lots of insects which bother24

caribou when they are feeding.  All of these will affect25
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how fat a caribou gets before winter and how it survives1

the winter.2

In the last twenty-five (25) years on the3

Bathurst range there seems to be warmer winters and later4

freeze-up.  There also seems to be more insects in the5

summer.  In the last ten (10) years we have noticed6

calving has been a bit later.7

Communities have been concerned about8

forest fires on the winter range of caribou.  Fires renew9

the land and caribou have lived on la -- on this land a10

long time.  ENR university researchers and Tlicho Elders11

are working together to look at relationship between12

caribou and fires on the Bathurst range to know it might13

-- how it might affect winter caribou food.  14

ENR is also conducting meeting with15

communities this spring to review the wildfire program16

and how fires are managed.  This would be an opportunity17

for communities to identify key area -- caribou areas18

that should be protected from fires.19

Disturbance, mining, and accumulative20

effect.  Mining provides a lot of jobs for people in the21

communities.  The three diamond mines in the North Slave22

region have programs in place to monitor caribou.23

The large area show on this map is the24

summer range of the Bathurst herd.  Fewer caribou are25
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found within 14 to 20 kilometres of the mine sites than1

elsewhere, which means that caribou avoid the -- the2

active mines.  This is shown in the two (2) smaller3

circles on the map.  This amounts to about 45 percent of4

the Bathurst summer range.  There are no mines on the5

Bluenose East, or Bluenose West, or Porcupine herd ranges6

in the Yukon, and these herds -- these herds are also7

declining.8

Roads can make it easier for hunters to9

find caribou, and we also need to understand more about10

cumulative effect on a caribou range.  11

Health, condition and pregnancy rate. 12

During the last three (3) years, health and condition of13

caribou taken during community hunts in the North Slave14

has been good.  Caribou have been fat and pregnancy rates15

have been high, at about 95 percent.16

This is in contrast to 2005, when cows17

were in poor condition and pregnanc -- pregnancy rate was18

low, around 60 percent that year.  During that fall,19

hunters reported seeing few calves, and in spring 2006 we20

had the lowest calf survival recorded for this herd.21

In the last three (3) years, health,22

condition and supreme calf survival have been good.  ENR23

believes this means environmental conditions are24

improving.  So what is causing the decline?  ENR believes25
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that when there are few caribou, harvest has a much1

bigger impact.  2

Wolves.  Many people believe wolves are a3

main cause for caribou decline.  ENR information suggests4

wolf numbers are also declining because there are fewer5

caribou to eat.6

Each summer ENR checks about one hundred7

(100) den sites on the Bathurst range.  This has been8

done for about fifteen (15) years and there has been a9

big reduction in the number of active den sites and the10

number of adult wolves at each den site.11

Last August, only one (1) den was12

occupied, compared to four (4) years earlier when there13

were seventeen (17).  No caribou were seen in the area in14

contrast to one (1) survey started fifteen (15) years15

ago.16

Overall, these surveys indicate that wolf17

numbers have dropped rapidly in the Bathurst summer range18

in the last five (5) years.  Few wolves are seen on the19

calving ground.  During the last four (4) years, no more20

than five (5) wolves were seen each June. 21

In June of 2009, there were four (4) wolf22

sighting in total on about 14,000 kilometres of flight23

lines over the Bathurst calving ground.  There are still24

wolves in the Bathurst range, and they still kill -- kill25
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and eat caribou.1

Our studies indicate wolf numbers are low2

and, most likely, their kill rates have dropped in3

proportion to their numbers.  ENR is proposing new4

studies to assist wolf abundance on the Bathurst range.5

Hunter harvest.  ENR has been monitoring6

harvest levels in the Bathurst range.  Information is7

obtained from various sources.  The harvest by resident8

hunters and outfitters has been well monitored.9

There is good information on Aboriginal10

harvest for some years.  For example, the Dogrib harvest11

study reported eight (8) to twenty thousand (20,000)12

caribou taken annually in the early 1990s.  Most of these13

were probably Bathurst caribou, but some may have been14

Bluenose East caribou.15

When the Bathurst herd was much larger,16

fifteen (15) years ago, the number of animals hunted was17

larger that what we see now.  Then the harvest18

represented only between 2 and 6 percents of the herd.19

In the last two (2) year, ENR and the20

Tlicho Government monitored the harvest jointly in21

Wek'eezhii.  Now when the herd is much smaller, hunters in22

2008 and 2009 took between thirteen (13) and 24 percent of23

the herd as its current size of thirty-two thousand24

(32,000) caribou.  No caribou herd can sustain this level25
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of harvest. 1

Resident hunters.  Resident and outfitted2

hunters may hunt only bulls.  Most of the harvest occurs3

during the winter.  In the fall mostly bulls are hunted,4

but in the winter most -- more cows than bulls are hunted. 5

Cow survival must increase if caribou herds are to6

increase. 7

It is important to know how many caribou8

are hunted and where the hunting occurs.  This map shows9

where caribou were hunted last winter in Wek'eezhii.  The10

orange and red areas where -- are where most of the hunt11

took place.  Using the location of the coloured caribou12

you can see which herds are being hunted.  The purple dots13

are Bluenose East caribou and the green dots are Bathurst14

caribou. 15

Last winter most of the harvest was from16

the Bathurst herd.  You can also see the influence of the17

winter roads on where the hunt takes place.  We cannot do18

much about most factors that affect caribou herds, but we19

need to think carefully about the impact of hunting. 20

Thanks. 21

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:  Okay.  I'll finish22

off the -- the last part, the last slides for the23

technical presentation.  24

One of the recommendations of the ARC25
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report was to make better use of computer models in1

monitoring and managing caribou herds.  ENR and the Sahtu2

and Wek'eezhii Renewable Resources Board held a workshop3

with community representatives in May 2009 to look at4

different types of models. 5

The model used for the Bathurst Herd is and6

was also used for the Porcupine Caribou Management Board7

and the next three (3) slides show how the Bathurst Herd8

would respond to different levels of harvest. 9

On this slide the computer model was asked10

to project what would happen if the harvest stays the11

same.  The model also assumes that calf production and12

other conditions would stay the same as they were in 200913

and harvest would stay at an estimated four thousand14

(4,000) cows per year and sixteen hundred (1,600), or one15

thousand six hundred (1,600) bulls per year.   Under these16

conditions the rapid decline of the herd would continue17

and the herd could disappear in four (4) to five (5)18

years. 19

So I'll just add a little note here:  The20

three (3) red dots are the populated -- the last three (3)21

population surveys for the Bathurst herd; the blue line22

and the blue dots are from the model; and then the23

projection into the future is for five (5) years in here. 24

This was more or less the best that we could hope for in25
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terms of the Bathurst herd's future for the next five (5)1

years.  2

The second example looks at what would3

happen if all harvest is stopped, pregnancy rates are4

high, and calf survival is very good or better than in5

2009.  The model projects the herd may stabilize and6

increase slightly over a five (5) year period.  Keep in7

mind that calf numbers would have to be better than we've8

seen in recent years for the Bathurst herd to increase. 9

This slide looks at what could happen if10

about sixteen hundred (1,600) bulls are hunted in the11

Bathurst herd from this point on and cows are protected. 12

If there is still good calf survival and productivity, the13

model projects that the herd would still decline, but at a14

slower rate than between 2006 and 2009. 15

Currently the herd has quite a few young16

cows one (1) to two (2) years old.  These cows need17

another year or two to produce lots of calves.  Right now18

calf productivity is at a point where it would, at best,19

balance natural mortality. 20

We don't have agreement at this point from21

the various groups about what should be done about22

hunting.  We recognize that more consultation is needed,23

but the longer harvest management is delayed the harder it24

will be for the Bathurst Herd to recover. 25
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This slide prevents -- presents -- provides1

some idea of the level of risk associated with different2

levels of hunting.  There are three (3) columns showing3

the influence that calf productivity has on herd trend. 4

The left column has 2009 calf productivity, and the middle5

and right columns have average and good productivity.6

Each row has the most likely outcomes for a7

certain amount of harvest.  Red means a fast decline,8

green means an increase, and yellow and orange are slower9

declines.  At the top is what the trend would be if there10

is no harvest.  With no harvest, a slow decline is11

expected if calf numbers are the same as in 2009.  The12

herd could be stable or increase a bit if calf numbers got13

better.  14

At the bottom it shows the trend if there15

is a harvest of five thousand (5,000) caribou or seven16

thousand (7,000) caribou a year, about the estimated17

harvest as in 2008 and 2009, so that's these two (2) down18

here.  No harvest is up at the top there.19

At this level of harvest the her -- the20

herd can only decline cli -- quickly no matter what calf21

numbers are like.  In-between are harvest levels of one22

thousand (1,000), five hundred (500), and two hundred23

(200) caribou.24

At lower levels of harvest a decline is25
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still likely.  The herd's best chance for recovery is with1

no harvest.  So this would be a harvest of two hundred2

(200) bulls.  This would be five hundred (500) caribou, 803

percent bulls.  This would be a thousand caribou, 754

percent of them bulls.5

So you see, there's not a whole lot of6

green in here, but a low level of bull harvest would not7

be that different from the -- the no harvest scenario.  So8

the birds -- the herd's best chance for recovery would be9

with no harvest.10

However, another approach the Board could11

consider is to reduce hunting to very low levels over the12

next three (3) years to allow time for a co-management13

process and plan to be put into place, one that everyone14

could live with.15

If this option is chosen, ENR would16

recommend the interim harvest from the Bathurst herd17

should be less than five hundred (500) caribou, of which18

80 percent, and, preferably a hundred percent, should be19

bulls.20

A harvest of this size does increase the21

risk of further decline but at a much slower rate than the22

likely decline with a harvest of three (3) to five23

thousand (5,000) cows and one (1) to two thousand (2,000)24

bulls.  ENR would also suggest the bull harvest spare the25
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prime bulls and emphasise young bulls.  1

Before we move on to the management part of2

the presentation I will review the main points for our3

technical summary.4

First, the Bathurst decline from 2006 to5

2009 was faster than in any other NWT herd.  6

Second, most of the world's wild caribou7

and reindeer herds are declining, so this is not unique to8

the Northwest Territories.  It is possible herds will9

continue to decline even with no harvest.10

Third, ENR survey methods to estimate herd11

size are reliable and there is no evidence that the12

missing caribou went somewhere else.  13

Fourth, numbers of wolves on the Bathurst14

range have declined rapidly in the last five (5) years.15

Fifth, for the Bathurst herd to increase,16

cow survival must increase, and calf productivity must17

also improve.  18

And finally, the Bathurst herd cannot19

sustain the levels of harvest as they were in 2008/2009.20

And I'll turn the mic over to Susan Fleck21

and Fred Mandeville to talk about management options.22

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Thank you and good23

afternoon.  In this section on management actions Fred and24

I will talk about the following:  management actions in25
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other NWT herds; engagement and consultation that ENR did1

on the joint proposal before the Board; ERN2

recommendations on management actions in the North Slave3

region; and what happens after the Board provides4

recommendations. 5

So, as we've seen, caribou herds have been6

declining throughout the Northwest Territories.  In the7

Inuvialuit, the Gwich'in and the Sahtu regions ENR has8

been working with co-management boards and communities to9

assist recovery of the Cape Bathurst and Bluenose West10

herds.  The goal has been to ensure as many cows as11

possible survive. 12

For the Cape Bathurst herd, all harvest was13

stopped in 2007 based on recommendations from the14

Inuvialuit Co-management Board.  There has been good calf15

survival for the past two (2) years and the 2009 survey to16

estimate herd size suggests there has been no further17

decline. 18

The Inuvialuit have a community19

conservation plan to protect the calving area used by that20

herd.  For the Bluenose West herd all resident and21

outfitted hunting was stopped after 2006, and a total22

allowable harvest is now in place for the Aboriginal23

harvest for the whole herd. 24

The allocation of harvest among the three25
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(3) regions sharing this herd was determined by the1

Inuvialuit, the Gwich'in, and the Sahtu Wildlife Co-2

Management Boards in accordance with the land claim3

agreements.  The total allowable harvest is not4

established in regulation, but it's controlled by the use5

of tags that are administered and given to the community6

harvester committees. 7

The survey in 2009 indicates the size of8

the Bluenose West herd has not changed since 2006.  The9

calving area is within a national park, calf survival has10

been good, and the harvest effort has focussed on bulls, 11

Cows -- some cows have also been killed.  It suggests the12

approach is working. 13

The Bluenose East herd is shared with14

Nunavut, the Sahtu, Tlicho and Decho.  There is concern15

about harvest levels and that the decline is continuing. 16

The Sahtu Board recommended a voluntary allowable harvest17

in 2006, focussing on bulls and all resident and outfitted18

hunting in the Sahtu region was stopped. 19

During the past two (2) years this herd has20

wintered primarily in the Tlicho region.  Survey to update21

herd size couldn't be done in 2009 because of weather22

conditions, and it's planned for the summer -- this coming23

summer.  The Nunavut, Sahtu, Inuvialuit, and the Tlicho24

Co-management Boards are leading a process to develop a25
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management plan for this herd and the Bluenose West and1

Cape Bathurst herds. 2

The point here is that reducing harvest3

makes a difference and there are concerns for all these4

herds about the impacts of predators, but there have been5

no reports from communities up there of high wolf numbers. 6

So I'll turn it over to Fred. 7

MR. FRED MANDEVILLE:  Thank you, Susan. 8

Okay, we're going to talk about engagement.  There have9

been questions about the level of information sharing and10

consultation on the joint proposal with First Nations,11

Metis groups, stakeholders such as resident hunters or12

outfitters.13

The next two (2) slides provide a summary14

of meetings and workshops held -- sorry, this does not15

include telephone calls or informal discussions at16

airports and other meetings.  17

After the June 2009 survey of the Bathurst18

herd, ENR began sharing information in July and August19

that the herd was expected to be much smaller than in20

2006.  This was based on comparing the number of caribou21

seen on the calving grounds and during the last four (4)22

years.  The exact count was not available until September. 23

So in accordance with the Tlicho agreement,24

ENR and the Tlicho Government began working on a joint25
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proposal in July to submit to the Wek'eezhii Renewable1

Resources Board.2

Two (2) workshops were held with3

representatives from almost all communities in North and4

South Slave in early October to identify options for5

recovery.  This information was also considered when6

developing the joint proposal.7

Once the new herd size of thirty-two8

thousand (32,000) was available in late September, a9

number of Aboriginal groups identified the need for10

conservation and took on leadership roles.11

The Yellowknives Dene First Nation12

cancelled their fall hunt.  The Dene Nation leadership13

passed a motion in October in Dettah that harvesting is a14

concern and there was need to work together on a long-15

range plan.16

The Northwest Territory Metis Nation passed17

a motion in October urging all members to not harvest18

caribou for a few years to aid recovery and urged its19

members to use alternate country food sources.20

ENR also held meetings in almost all the21

North and South Slave communities outside of Wek'eezhii to22

talk about the idea -- ideas and the joint proposal which23

would help caribou herds recover.24

The Tlicho Government held meetings with25
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representatives from its communities to discuss the ideas1

in the joint proposal.  There is support from the Tlicho2

Government and all other First Nations on actions relating3

to elimination of harvest by resident and outfitted4

hunters.5

There's not unanimous support for6

Aboriginal hunting restrictions.  Strong concerns were7

also raised about the role of predators, the impact of8

winter roads, the effect of the diamond mines, and the9

impact of shifting hunting pressure to other declining10

herds.11

However, ENR must stress that for the12

Bathurst herd to have any chance to recover, hunting of13

cows must be stopped until the herd can sustain it.14

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Excuse me,15

Fred, five (5) minute -- five (5) minute warning.16

MR. FRED MANDEVILLE:   During the past few17

months, ENR has considered comments from consultation. 18

Although most groups suggested different ways to reduce19

hunting, no agreements have been reached.20

ENR maintains urgent actions to control21

hunting the Bathurst herd are required when we look at its22

rapid decline, low numbers, the impact of harvest, and the23

herd's relatively poor calf recoupment.24

I'll now review the ENR recommendations for25
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actions for caribou herds that move through Wek'eezhii. 1

For the Bluenose East herd, which is shared with Sahtu,2

Dehcho, and Nunavut, ENR recommends all resident and3

outfitted hunting stop in Wek'eezhii.4

This is consistent with actions taken in5

Sahtu in 2006.  To date, the estimated harvest since6

summer including Nunavut is about two thousand (2,000)7

caribou.  ENR is concerned that the herd has been8

declining and is recommending a bull-only harvest as a9

precautionary measure for general hunting licence holders.10

ENR is working with Nunavut and others to11

update the estimate of herd size.  This will allow12

everyone to assess if more actions are needed.  ENR will13

continue to support the actions needed to complete the14

management plan for this herd being led by the NWT and15

Nunavut Co-management Boards.16

For the Bathurst herd, ENR recommends17

immediate actions.  With only thirty-two thousand (32,000)18

caribou, this herd cannot sustain the 2008/2009 estimated19

harvest level.20

There is support from consultation with21

Aboriginal organizations to stop all resident and22

outfitted hunting.  ENR recommends that all cows be23

protected.  A small bull harvest could be considered until24

the next survey in 2012 to allow time to come to agreement25
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on harvest restrictions and develop a management planning1

process and plan.  There is a risk of continued but slower2

decline with this approach.  3

During the next three (3) years monitoring4

should include annual harvest reporting, calf survival,5

and trend of breeding cows on calving grounds.  ENR will6

provide results annually to boards and communities.  7

ENR is prepared to consider options to8

reduce predation by wolves.  ENR suggests obtaining a new9

herd estimate in 2012 to reassess management action.  ENR10

is prepared to work with First Nations, Tlicho Government11

and engage Nunavut to set up a process for developing a12

long-term management plan.  13

For the herds outside of Wek'eezhii and14

east to Nunavut, ENR is recommending the same management15

actions for the Bathurst herd.  A process is needed to16

allocate harvests with users in Wek'eezhii if a small bull17

harvest is recommended by this Board.  The harvest will18

not need to be shared with other general hunting licence19

holders outside of Wek'eezhii.  20

For the Ahiak herd, ENR is recommending the21

same actions as for the Bluenose East herd, stop resident22

and outfitted hunting.  ENR is concerned that the Ahiak23

herd is also declining and is recommending a bull-only24

harvest.  As a precautionary measure for general hunting25
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licence holders, harvest should be reported annually.  1

ENR is prepared to work with First Nations2

and Tlicho Government and engage Nunavut and Saskatchewan3

to set up a process for developing a long-term management4

plan.  Back to Susan.  5

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Seeing as6

you had a couple minutes of technical difficulties there7

we'll add on two (2) minutes, okay?  8

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Mahsi cho.  Okay.  So9

why -- why is harvest management important?  In our10

primary recommendation to help caribou herds recover is to11

increase the survival of cows.  Harvest by people affects12

the rate of recovery.  13

And today, people are able to go out and14

get caribou with very little effort.  The last time15

caribou numbers were low in the late 1970s and earlier,16

the methods of harvest were quite different.  17

People still used dog teams for trapping18

and hunting or very small snow machines like Elans that19

could not travel far.  There were very few winter roads to20

hunt from, hardly any aircraft being used, no satellite21

collars to tell people where caribou are, and no22

outfitting operations, and not much resident hunting.  23

Caribou have been plentiful.  We've been24

lucky for the last twenty-five (25) years, but people need25
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to remember caribou numbers go up and down.  1

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   You have2

about one (1) minutes left, Susan.  3

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Yeah.  So setting4

harvest restrictions seems to make a difference for the5

herds.  You've seen that already in what Jan presented,6

and what we've noticed with the Bathurst herd is that it's7

still going down.  8

So go to slide 37.  In the joint proposal,9

ENR does recommend mobile protection zones with a small10

bull harvest.  There is some risk to taking this approach,11

but it would allow some time for a planning process to be12

undertaken.  13

We've put together a couple of options for14

how you can achieve the objective of a small harvest of15

young bulls for discussion.  You can set a total allowable16

harvest for a management zone that's implemented through a17

tag system.  You might have to change that management zone18

depending where the cari -- the Bathurst herd is, but the19

harvest would be controlled. 20

The other two (2) options of a -- a fall21

harvest or a winter harvest in there your account -- your22

-- tell people where the Bathurst herd is and hope that23

they don't go there.  You would ask that they report their24

hunting and then you can report annually back to a board25
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to -- and they can see just how many animals were taken. 1

Okay, we do -- 2

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Susan,3

could you summarize quickly right now, within fifteen4

(15), thirty (30) seconds please? 5

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   I can do that. 6

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you. 7

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   So, we have taken steps8

to address hardships because we know low caribou numbers9

cause difficulties for people.  We're also -- have taken10

steps to try and increase wolf harvest, and we're prepared11

to look at wolf management.  12

And finally, we see there's a lot of work13

ahead and that work means putting together management14

plans for the couple of herds that don't have the15

processes established.  And we feel that there's some very16

difficult decisions to be made and if we work together we17

think we can be successful.  Mahsi cho. 18

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you19

very much, Susan and Fred, and the rest of your team. 20

We'll now proceed with the first round of questions. 21

And the Tlicho Government, you are -- have22

the first opportunity to pose questions to ENR.  Please23

ensure you identify yourself if you're speaking for the24

Tlicho Government.  Thank you.25
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QUESTION PERIOD: 1

MR. ARTHUR PAPE:   Mr. Chair -- Mr.2

Chairman, I'm Arthur Pape, one of the lawyers for the3

Tlicho Government.  We're going to pass on this round of4

questioning.  If there's time at the end we may have some5

questions of clarification we'd like to ask then in the6

second round, if there's time.  Thank you. 7

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:  All right. 8

Thank you very much.  The next wit -- questioner would be9

Anne Gunn.10

DR. ANNE GUNN:  Thank you, Mr. Co-Chair.  I11

have two (2) questions, each one has three (3) parts and12

they're points of clarification, if I may proceed. 13

The first one, in the recovery scenarios14

that -- that Jan -- Dr. Adamczewski showed there were,15

three (3) levels of productivity shown; that is calf --16

the rate of calves being born and calves surviving.  17

I just want clarification that the lowest18

scenario is based on 2009 rates; so pregnancy rates and19

calf survival, is that correct? 20

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   That was -- that's21

correct, Anne.  There is a somewhat longer report.  I22

mean, we dropped it down to one (1) slide here, but there23

is a report that went to the Wek'eezhii Board on March24

12th.  25
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And we -- we tried a fourth level of calf1

productivity in -- in one (1) scenario.  But on your2

question, yes, that was the 2009 on the left; the middle3

column was the average for the Bathurst herd for the last4

twenty-five (25) years; and then the good calf5

productivity was for the Bathurst herd before 1995. 6

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Okay.  So you -- if you7

included -- if you included a year of low survival, like -8

- a low productivity like 2004, am I correct in assuming9

that you would not see recovery within your six (6) year10

timeframe?11

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Based on the 200912

productivity -- the modelling that John Boulanger did for13

us, you would most likely expect, even with no harvest, a14

continued decline.   So, if you went to an even lower15

level of calf productivity, as you've suggested, then the16

picture would look that much worse. 17

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Okay.  Thank you for that. 18

My next point of clarification is that those scenarios19

were for a six (6) year period.  Each of your -- your20

three (3) levels of productivity, were they constant for21

those -- that six (6) year period?  So, assuming22

conditions, be they 2009 calf product -- productivity,23

stayed the same for the six (6) period. 24

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   The modelling that25
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John ran for us with these scenarios, he ran three (3),1

six (6), nine (9) years, and then upwards from there to2

ten (10), twenty (20), and thirty (30) years, although3

thirty (30) years would be, you know, really pushing it as4

-- as far as what that would tell us.5

And, as I think you know, the -- one (1) of6

the strong points of that modelling approach is that it7

allowed variables, like calf survival, to essentially8

bounce around or vary from year to year.9

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Okay.10

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   And the point of11

that was to acknowledge that there is uncertainty in the12

weather.  We don't know what the spring will be like, or13

the summer next year, and so for each of those sets of14

conditions there were several hundred model runs, each of15

which with a little bit different set of combinations. 16

But the range of calf survival that would be allowed17

overall would be within what has been recorded for the18

herd.  19

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Anne,20

excuse me.  Just as a matter of clearing up the process,21

please address your questions to the Chair, and then ENR22

can decide which one of the people should be answering it,23

and as -- you have a total of ten (10) minutes for your24

questions.25
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DR. ANNE GUNN:   Sure.  My apologies for1

that oversight.2

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you.3

DR. ANNE GUNN:   So I guess my third point4

is then, Mr. Co-Chair, is, there were -- there were no --5

these scenarios had one (1) level of natural mortality. 6

Did ENR run any scenarios with variable levels of natural7

mortality, which would include wolf predation, or was it8

just one (1) level?9

MR. JOHN BOULANGER:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 10

I -- 11

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Could you12

identify yourself, please?13

MR. JOHN BOULANGER:   Hi, I'm John14

Boulanger.   I'm the person who did the modelling15

(TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES) so the question was, basically,16

what these modelling runs did was they assumed a natural17

rate of mortality that was estimated, which would not18

include any harvest, and then varying levels of caribou19

being either harvested or -- or other factors, but I guess20

mainly harvest, were simulated, and that varied across21

those ranges there.22

So those ranges could be the number of23

basic caribou that -- so it's -- so the basic survival24

rate was point, I think, 88, which is considered the25
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natural rate of survival, and then those ranges were --1

were simulated -- were simulated there.  So one (1)2

natural survival rate was -- was simulated.3

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Great.  Okay, thank you. 4

And my second question with its three (3) parts -- and,5

Mr. Chair -- Mr. Co-Chair, the reason I was asking about6

the scenarios was because it helps understanding what the7

potential for recovery is, and that was why I wanted the8

clarification.9

I would now like to ask about their numbers10

on wolf abundance.  I guess my first point is -- is to ask11

ENR to clarify a statement, that the average number of12

adult wolves at the den sites has declined to one (1).  13

I wonder if -- if that statement is -- is14

correct or if it means there's a breeding pair plus one15

(1) helper wolf.16

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 17

I -- earlier on there I mentioned I would introduce a18

couple other individuals.  If you would allow me, that19

will assist us in answering the questions.20

The speaker just prior to me here on our21

side was John Boulanger, who is a contract statistician. 22

I also have at the end of the table, Karen Lajoie is our23

GNWT legal counsel.24

Behind me I have Larry Roy, who is the ARC25
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contractor that did the independent report.  And also Dean1

Cluff who is at the table now as our -- he's our regional2

biologist for the North Slave region and one (1) of his3

special to -- specialties, sorry, is -- is studying4

predators and primarily wolves.  5

So for Anne's question there, I turn it6

over to Dean Cluff to -- to answer that one.  Thanks. 7

MR. DEAN CLUFF:   Thanks, Ernie, Co-chairs. 8

The question was about one (1) wolf den active in August9

last year, compared to a few years ago when there were10

seventeen (17). 11

And one -- how this happens is, in June, I12

go and do a wolf den survey.  That's when the wolf dens13

are active.  I can count -- I -- I check over about a14

hundred (100) dens and I see which ones are -- are active. 15

And then -- last year there was about twenty-five (25) of16

them that were active, okay, and that number has -- has17

fluctuated a little bit from -- from year to year.  18

But what has been different in recent years19

is that the number of dens -- okay, so then in -- in20

August, what I do is I go back to those active dens and to21

see if they're still active.  22

And so what has happened in recent years is23

the -- the dens that were active in June, when I go and24

visit them again in August they haven't been there, they25
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haven't been active.  And so that has changed from1

seventeen (17), I think it was in 2004, to just one (1) in2

2009.  3

So there's a couple of reasons for that;4

that could be the wolves have moved off or the pups have5

died.  Because once -- once the pups have died there's no6

reason for those adult wolves to remain there.  They can7

go off and they don't have to go back to the den to feed8

their pups, or they could have moved and I have some9

evidence that they've moved, as well.  10

So, you know, and -- and that's been11

different to -- with -- with the fewer caribou out there12

it seems that they have either moved their -- their den13

site to a rendevous site some distance away, probably to14

where the caribou are, or there's been some litter loss. 15

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Mr. Co-Chair, it was16

probably the right answer, but unfortunately it wasn't the17

question I asked.  So, if I may, I'll repeat my question.  18

On your handout, on page 3, there's a19

sentence that says: 20

"The average number of adults at the21

dens has declined the last five (5)22

years to one (1)." 23

My question was, is that one (1) the only24

wolf at the den site, or is there a pair of wolves and the25
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one (1) is a helper wolf? 1

MR. DEAN CLUFF:   Thank you, Co-Chair. 2

Sorry, Anne, I missed that point.  3

When I do these den site surveys I count4

the number of wolves I see at the den and the number has5

changed from many wolves to now just a few.  So when I6

have gone out I have often -- I -- I define an active den7

is when there's a wolf there, okay. 8

Sometimes I see tracks, I see evidence of9

activity.  And so if that's the case, then I go back to10

that den some later date -- day, later in the day or the11

next day to see if a wolf is there.  So if there's a wolf12

there I consider it active. 13

So often though, I see one (1) wolf at the14

den recently, in -- in the last few years, but because15

there's a breeding pair I know that there's two (2) wolves16

there.  You know, it has to be the male and the female to17

produce a litter. 18

Usually when I see one (1) wolf there it's19

the female.  And in recent years it's just been one (1) or20

two (2) wolves.  So the number of wolves at a den site has21

declined from two (2) to three (3) or more, to just -- I22

see one (1) or two (2) now.  23

Does that help? 24

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay, Ms.25
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Gunn, your timing -- your ten (10) minutes is finished. 1

We'll go on around to let everybody -- all the other2

registered parties have a -- have their questions and then3

if there's time left at the end we can let you go again. 4

Okay, John Andre, you're up next. 5

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 6

John Andre, Intervenor.  7

In 2008, the government told the outfitters8

that the Ahiak herd was stable or increasing.  And in9

document 178, you put the herd -- that document was10

written in 2008, as well -- at two hundred and fifty11

thousand (250,000) caribou. 12

Now you're saying that that herd is down 6013

percent from the two hundred thousand (200,000) level,14

which means it is down to eighty thousand (80,000). 15

That's a hundred and seventy thousand (170,000) car --16

adult caribou that were lost in the last year, not17

counting recruitment. 18

What have you identified as the cause of19

that mortality?  You -- you describe more hunting20

mortality than -- so where -- how did those hundred and21

seventy-thousand (170,000) plus caribou die?  22

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Mr. Chair, I'm not23

entirely sure where Mr. Andre gets his numbers from.  What24

we've said for a number of years is that we do not have a25
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solid population estimate for the Ahiak herd because a1

survey hasn't been done.  2

There was a fairly rough extrapolation done3

some years ago by Dr. Gunn after one of her calving4

distribution surveys, which was really intended to give a5

sort of a rough idea of where the herd might be in terms6

of size.  7

So our survey information for the last four8

(4) years is based on calving distribution surveys that9

were done in a very similar manner year to year.  And10

because the survey methodology was consistent over that11

time period, it is possible to get a measure of trend from12

those surveys and this is what we reported in -- in the13

presentation today.  14

So I think it's -- you have to be careful15

when you use what sound like population estimates.  We've16

been pretty clear about saying we don't have a proper17

population survey for the Ahiak herd and our hope is to18

have one within the next year or so.  Thank you, Mr.19

Chairman.20

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Thank you, Jan.  I -- I21

realize that we don't have exact population numbers for22

the Ahiak herd and yet you claim that they're down 6023

percent.  That -- 24

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr. Andre,25
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could you direct your questions to the Chair, please? 1

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Yeah.  I'm sorry.2

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you.  3

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Yeah.  This is John4

Andre, Intervenor.  In 2008, you told us, us meaning the5

outfitters, that the Ahiak herd was stable or increasing. 6

Now, in 2009/2010, you're saying that it's decreasing.  So7

I assume that all of that decrease was seen in the last8

year.  9

If you look at the total mortality that10

this ENR is claiming for both the Bathurst and the Ahiak11

herds, counting calf mortality and counting recruitment,12

the numbers come to a -- to an unbelievable three hundred13

and thirty-thousand (330,000) dead caribou in just the14

past year and yet we haven't been able to identify a15

mortality rate for that.16

The -- between the First Nations and the17

outfitters and the resident hunters, we've harvested18

approximately six thousand (6,000) caribou and yet19

according to ENR three hundred and thirty thousand20

(330,000) have died.  And so I'm not sure that I see your21

-- the relationship between reducing hunter harvest and --22

and saving of those caribou herds.  23

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Did you24

have a question, Mr. Andre?25
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MR. JOHN ANDRE:   My -- my question is: 1

These are unprecedented mortality rates and we don't seem2

to have a reason for them.  Other herds elsewhere,3

Newfoundland for instance, that identified black bear and4

coyotes as the reason for the mortality.  Here we have5

unprecedented death rates and yet we don't find any dead6

caribou, we have healthy caribou, good calf survival7

rates, and yet the herd is -- continues to decline. 8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Well, what9

is your question, sir?10

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   The question is:  What --11

what, if anything, have they identified as the reason for12

this decline?13

14

(BRIEF PAUSE)15

16

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Mr. Chair, if you'll 17

allow us about thirty (30) seconds here and we'll answer18

that question.19

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Certainly,20

Ernie. 21

22

(BRIEF PAUSE) 23

24

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Yeah, Mr. Chairman,25
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thanks for the -- the latitude there.  1

If at some opportunity, if there's a point2

where there's an opportunity to present a couple of3

slides, I did some rough calculations and they kind of4

show what can happen with -- with caribou herds and5

mortality rates.  But if you took a -- a caribou herd that6

numbered a hundred thousand (100,000) and was stable, and7

you had the sorts of mortality rates that we normally see,8

setting aside harvest, probably something like 15 percent9

of the cows would normally die in a year; somewhere10

between 25 and 30 percent of the bulls would die in a year11

because their mortality rates are always higher than the12

mortality rates of cows; and, typically, well over half13

the calves would die in their first year.14

So I could run through some basic15

calculations but a stable herd of a hundred thousand16

(100,000) with a cow mortality rate of 15 percent, a bull17

mortality rate of 30 percent, calf mortality rate of about18

60 percent, you would expect, over the course of a year,19

to have about fifty thousand (50,000) dead caribou, but20

you would still have a hundred thousand (100,000) live21

caribou.  That would be a stable herd.22

So you would still have, in that stable23

herd, fifty thousand (50,000) dead caribou but they're24

scattered over time, they're scattered across a big area,25
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predators will typically eat a lot of what they kill,1

hunters will take it home.  Typically, if you go to a2

wolf-kill site, you know, a day or two afterwards, there's3

a bit of blood and fur and a few bones and not much else.4

So thousands of dead caribou from a herd of5

that size would be a normal part of their existence;6

that's just the way it is.  What happens when you get a7

rapid decline is that the rate at which animals die and8

the weight -- rate at which young animals are added to one9

(1) year old, those rates get further and further apart. 10

And if you get that thing and it happens incrementally,11

over time, it can add up to a fairly rapid decline.12

There are cases of winter die-offs up in13

the high Arctic, in a caribou population I studied twenty-14

five (25) years ago in the eastern Arctic, where you get,15

you know, 50, 75, 89, 90 percent mortality in one (1)16

winter.  The most spectacular case that's been documented17

was reindeer on St. Matthew Island off the coast of18

Alaska, which went from about six thousand (6,000) to19

forty (40) in one (1) winter.  And, yes, you find lots of20

dead caribou when -- or reindeer when that happens.21

In the case of the Ahiak, what we do know22

is that there was one (1) year, one (1) winter, 2008, when23

the herd had a very low pregnancy rate and that is based24

on cows that were captured for radio collaring and then25
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tested for pregnancy rate, and the pregnancy rate in that1

sample was less than 50 percent.  So that alone is going2

to make a huge difference to what's happening with that3

herd because the calf production simply won't be there.4

I could run through another set of numbers5

with that same herd of a hundred thousand (100,000), add a6

bit of harvest, a little bit better -- a little bit poorer7

calf survival, and you can -- I can make that herd go down8

20 percent in one (1) year without any trouble.  And9

again, you're still looking at prab -- probably sixty10

(60), sixty-five thousand (65,000) dead caribou in that11

situation of one (1) year.  So you're not going to go out12

there and find the bodies unless you have some sort of13

massive winter die-off.14

And in terms of what we're saying about the15

abundance of the Ahiak herd, we presented a graph that16

provides an index of relative trend in that population,17

and that is the most accurate reporting that we have. 18

Thank you. 19

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay, thank20

you, sir, that's your ten (10) minutes, Mr. Andre.  We'll21

go through again and we'll go around the table and we'll22

run the table of all listed parties and if there's more23

time at the end, you're welcome to ask again.24

Next up is Boyd Warner from Bathurst Inlet25
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Developments.1

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 2

Just a question for ENR, Mr. Chairman, is in the report is3

said that the 1986 population of the Bathurst caribou herd4

was four hundred and fifty-two thousand (452,000) animals. 5

I'd just like clarification if that included all the6

animals calving on the east side of Bathurst Inlet?7

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Thank you, Mr. Co-Chair,8

it's Susan Fleck.  In 1986 the caribou were calving on9

either side of Bath -- they straddled Bathurst Inlet, the10

calving ground, and we did fly surveys, some lines to the11

east and as far as I think the Ellis River, and we -- and12

there were no cari -- there was a -- a gap, so we assumed13

that the animals -- we were seeing were the Bathurst herd14

which straddled both sides.15

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you, Mr. Chairman,16

and thank you, Sue, for answering.  In this -- models that17

were provided on harvesting during the winter what I saw18

was that the model showed the estimates of five thousand19

(5,000) caribou being harvested, five (5) to six thousand20

(6,000), again all being applied to Bathurst caribou.  21

Has ENR broken down the model to show22

what's being harvested from Bluenose East and what's being23

harvested from Ahiak?  So -- the models seemed to be all24

attributed to Bathurst caribou, so I'd like some25
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clarification on that, if possible.  1

2

(BRIEF PAUSE)3

4

MR. BRUNO CROFT:   Thank you, Mr. Co-Chair. 5

 Bruno Croft.  I can answer one (1) part of the question6

and Jan will continue on with the modelling part of it. 7

In 2008/2009 I was the person with J.B. Rabesca who went8

and interviewed all the hunters hunting in the wintertime. 9

And if you look also, based on their reports, but also at10

a location and distribution of the satellite collared11

animals then it's pretty obvious that most of the harvest12

took place from the Bathurst herd last winter.  Where the13

hunters went is where the Bathurst -- the caribou were,14

for the most part.  15

So the Bathurst herd was harvested heavily16

last winter.  It was a little different the year before. 17

Jan will talk about the modelling part of it.18

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Just a little bit of19

clarification on the numbers that we've used for the20

Aboriginal harvest.  I guess first for the outfitter and21

resident harvest we have we think fairly reliable numbers22

and the bulk of those would be Bathurst; although in some23

years the Blue Nose East does overlap with -- with the24

Bathurst herd, particularly the last few years.  25
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We do need better numbers on Aboriginal1

harvest; we -- we recognize that.  Where our estimate came2

from, there was a study -- well, you can see the map on3

screen there.  This was a cooperative program between the4

Tlicho Government and ENR the winters of 2008/2009 and the5

previous winter.  And between community interviews and a6

check station on the winter road, the idea was to try to7

get a sense of the -- the winter harvest in -- you know,8

from Aboriginal hunters.  9

And, yes, they -- the -- the total number10

that were recorded that year, 2008/2009, were just over11

twenty-seven hundred (2,700).  However, the people who ran12

the program felt that you could easily double that number13

because of wounding losses, check station not always being14

manned, people under-reporting, and some harvest just not15

showing up there.  Then there's fall harvest, males in --16

in the fall. 17

So what we've tried to use in working with18

the models is a more conservative and a -- perhaps a less19

conservative approach to it, so we've suggested -- and the20

numbers we've used have been between three (3) and five21

thousand (5,000) cows per winter, and between one (1) and22

two thousand (2,000) bulls.  23

And in the model we've used, those ranges24

of numbers, because we're not absolutely certain exactly25
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what the number was, what we understand in terms of where1

the radio collars have been the last few winters, the very2

large percentage of that would be Bathurst caribou and a3

small part would be Bluenose East.  The Ahiak collars4

almost never show up in -- in Wek'eezhii during the5

winter, so we don't think there's been much of a -- an6

Ahiak harvest.7

MR. BOYD WARNER:   I'm -- just -- I'm --8

I'm kind of going to make a bit of a statement and I'm9

just wondering if possible, if they could validate whether10

they agree with this statement that, the Department of11

ENR, that prior to 1990 all caribou seen in that map that12

currently is before us all on the Board, and then even13

indeed further to the east, would it be safe to say that14

in 1990 any caribou that was seen in that area would've15

been considered a Bathurst caribou?16

17

(BRIEF PAUSE) 18

19

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Thank you.  Susan Fleck. 20

Prior to -- radio collars were -- satellite collars were21

put on the caribou in 1996, and since then we have a good22

understanding of which herds are found where.  Prior to23

that time we would assume whe -- which caribou herds were24

in the area, and so prior to 1990 we would've assumed that25
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most of the animals in the North Slave region in the1

wintertime were Bathurst animals.2

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you for answering3

that, Susan.  Thank you, Mr. Chair.4

Can I perhaps ask how many satellite-5

collared cows have died in the last -- since 2006?6

7

(BRIEF PAUSE) 8

9

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   I don't think we can10

provide exact numbers but -- 11

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Jan, could12

you identify yourself, please?13

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Oh, Sorry.  Jan14

Adamczewski with ENR.15

I'm not sure that we have those numbers16

sort of at our fingertips, but typically the mortality17

rates on cows tend to be somewhere around 10 to 2018

percent, depending on the herd and how -- how they're19

doing, so we would expect that level of mortality in one20

(1) year from whatever number of radio-collared females we21

have in that herd.  The numbers of radio collars vary22

between herds.  23

We tend to have more on the more western24

herds because of the post-calving surveys that we do,25
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which require more radio collars.  So proportionately you1

would see more females die because you have more radio2

collars, but typically in a year we would expect, you3

know, somewhere be -- between 10 and 20 percent of the4

radio-collared females on any herd to -- to die.5

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 6

So there's -- I guess what I was trying to get at is, is7

there any correlation between the huge loss of the caribou8

that we've had reported since 19 -- or 2006 to now; is9

that reflected in number of cows that were collared that10

died?  You would think it would be in proportion.  11

So my question is:  Is there a reflection12

in the number of lost collars that correlates the loss of13

caribou?14

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Mr. Chair, if --15

Ernie Campbell here.  If you'd allow us one (1) minute.16

17

(BRIEF PAUSE)18

19

MR. JOHN BOULANGER:   Hi, this is John20

Boulanger, I'm the statistician with ENR.  The question21

is: Does the collar data corroborate the decline that22

we've seen?23

And the basic number of the -- the average24

number of caribou that have been collared -- and I don't25
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have the exact number; I'd have to look it up -- has1

varied between about fifteen (15) caribou at any one time. 2

If you look at that, that the trend in those caribou3

collar numbers you do not see a large decline.  4

However, the sample size of collars is5

small enough that you would not expect to detect that6

statistically.  And that's why we have based our models on7

other sources of data rather than just the collars alone,8

because the fact is is that the sample size of collars is9

too small to adequately estimate that type of trend in10

survival. 11

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 12

Thank you very much.  Your ten (10) minutes are passed,13

Boyd.  What we'll do is we'll -- Mr. Barry Taylor is next14

up for his questions and then we'll take ourselves a break15

after that. 16

Barry, your questions, please. 17

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   I'm kind of in a18

quandary here.  I'm hearing some numbers.  I've looked,19

and I have a book here from ENR, that in 2004 they gave20

current estimates that the Bla -- Bluenose East was a21

hundred thousand (100,000), Dolphin herd seventy-five22

(75), Ahiak herd a quarter million, and the Bathurst herd23

at a hundred and eight-seven thousand (187,000).  Now I'm24

hearing that they don't have any numbers, but this is25
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their own documents. 1

I'm also hearing now that the Ahiak herd is2

declining, but I'm wondering at the same time, they just3

told me here a half an hour ago that they don't have any4

numbers for the Ahiak and this is only a guess. 5

I'm wondering where all these hypothesis6

come from.  Everybody seems to be guessing.  I'm just7

wondering, is your -- one person in charge of the guesses,8

because this seems to me what it is and I'm trying to9

figure, why are we doing everything on guesses when we10

corner ENR and all of a sudden there's nothing to back it11

up?  I'm just wondering who's in charge of all these12

guesses, more than anything else. 13

We're told that the wolf studies are going14

down.  There's been some new found money, but nobody can15

give us anything on predation because we don't have the16

numbers now. 17

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Barry,18

would you like your -- your first question asked, or do19

you want to rephrase it into something that's more fitting20

for the --21

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   I'd like to --22

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   --23

technical side?24

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   Mr. Chairman, I'd like25
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somebody to tell where -- who's in charge of the1

hypothesis that come out on these numbers. 2

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Yeah.  Thanks, Mr.3

Chair.  It's Susan Fleck.  In -- in 2004 the information4

that we would have put out would have reflected5

information from surveys that were conducted either in6

2000 or earlier.  So, in -- in 2004 the most recent7

estimate we had for the Bathurst herd was in 2003, of a8

hundred and eight-six thousand (186,000).  The Cape9

Bathurst, the Bluenose West, and Bluenose East herds, the10

most recent estimate from them in 2004 was from a 200011

survey.  And for the Beverley and Qamarirjuaq, the -- the12

only estimates we had at that time were from 1994. 13

So, in 2005, if you had asked us that14

question, we would be able to give you much more current15

numbers as in 2006, because surveys were done in 2005 and16

2006.  That's why your numbers from 2004 are confusing to17

you. 18

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   Thank you.  No more. 19

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   No more20

questions? 21

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   No more. 22

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 23

Thank you very much, Mr. -- Barry.24

We'll -- it's 3:15 right now.  We'll be25
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back -- come back at 3:30.  And Yellowknives Dene First1

Nation is up to bat next time.2

3

--- Upon recessing at 3:15 p.m.4

--- Upon resuming at 3:35 p.m.5

6

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   We'll carry7

on with Yellowknife Dene First Nations (sic).  We'll be on8

in thirty (30) seconds.9

10

(BRIEF PAUSE)11

12

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 13

Let's come to order, please.  14

Yellowknives Dene First Nations, your15

representatives can begin their questions to ENR.  You16

have ten (10) minutes.  Please indicate who you are and17

who you're representing.  Thanks.18

MR. TODD SLACK:   Thanks, Mr. Co-Chairs. 19

My name's Todd Slack.  I'm a staff person with the20

Yellowknives Land and Environment.  I have five (5)21

questions.  I don't believe I'll get to them all, but I'll22

do my best.23

The limitation of Aboriginal harvest should24

be a measure of last resort, and all management actions25
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should be taken prior to this occurring.  Indeed, in his1

presentation, Jan mentioned that winter roads, exploration2

and development, all affect herd levels and herd trends.3

On February 18th, Minister Miltenberger was4

on The Trailbreaker on CBC answering a series of questions5

from the listeners.  During the -- during his answers, he6

indicated that caribou management is, and I quote, "not7

just a hunting issue," and that the broader issues such as8

development would be addressed with the WRRB proposal. 9

Yet after reviewing this proposal, I see nothing that10

suggests anything but hunting or harvesting is being11

discussed.12

YKDFN are wondering just how GNWT and ENR13

intend to address these larger issues unrelated to14

harvesting.15

16

(BRIEF PAUSE)17

18

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Thank you, Mr. Chair,19

Ernie Campbell here.20

I think we currently recognize what we're21

trying to address here, and that's management actions that22

can fairly quickly, I guess, help the Bathurst herd23

recover.  And when the herd is down to the level that we24

see it now at 32,000, the most immediate measure that'll25
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help the herd recover is the harvesting issue, and we can1

have an effect on -- on -- on humans in that way.2

The -- the other question, in relation to3

development that's occurring, that's just one aspect in4

what will hopefully be the longer turning -- term planning5

process, a management plan type of a process, for the6

Bathurst herd.  My understanding here is -- or our7

understanding is we're dealing with the thirty-two8

thousand (32,000) and they primarily -- that -- how we can9

immediately try to address the current situation and help10

the herd turn around here and start the road to recovery.11

MR. TODD SLACK:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 12

Todd Slack, YKDFN.13

I'm glad GNWT brought up the longer-term14

planning, because over the years there's been many15

different forums and initiatives to look at this kind of16

large scale management planning.  17

For instance, we can look at the 200418

Barren-ground Caribou Management Plan, the 2006 document,19

Caribou Forever, Our Heritage Our Responsibility, A20

Barren-ground Management Strategy, and the Caribou Summit21

from 2007 in Inuvik.  During these forums many different22

action items were prod -- or were recommended.  However,23

when you look at these recommendation and action items,24

very few of them have been actually implemented. 25
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So when we talk about the bigger management1

planning here we have to wonder why has ENR chosen not to2

act on the recommendations from First Nations,3

stakeholders, and land users, which they gathered at great4

expense and many people's time and yet remain unfulfilled. 5

6

(BRIEF PAUSE) 7

8

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 9

Susan Fleck.  The -- the 2004 Bathurst Management Plan was10

put together by a committee over a number of years with11

people from Nunavut, Akaitcho communities, and Tlicho12

communities and the department has been using that plan as13

a guiding document for various types of monitoring actions14

and it was looked at to come up with the proposal that we15

have. 16

The 2006 Caribou Management Strategy was a17

five (5) year strategy that we now need to update.  And I18

can, you know, provide a report on the -- the actions that19

have been undertaken in that strategy and we have done20

virtually everything.  There's a couple of things that I21

can think off the top of my head we haven't done, but22

mostly we've -- we have followed through on that plan. 23

The 2007 Caribou Management -- or, Caribou24

Summit, I have, again, have the actions here in front of25
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me from the Summit and, you know, I -- I looked at these1

before we came to the hearing, and again, we can provide a2

report and we have done -- taken actions in most of these3

areas. 4

Now what I think is the difficulty for5

people is that we've started on some of these things, but6

we haven't -- you know, we haven't necessarily completed7

them.  And one of the ones that you often hear about are8

protection of calving grounds. 9

In -- in the Northwest Territories we have10

a couple of calving grounds and one of those is protected11

through a national park, and the other one through a12

community conservation plan.  The other calving grounds13

are located in Nunavut and, you know, we have -- our14

minister has had discussions, there's been correspondence15

with the Nunavut Minister.  And they -- and to date they16

are still at that level, talking about it.  But my17

understanding from speaking to people in Nunavut is that18

Indian and Northern Affairs has -- has not been supporting19

land use activities when -- during the calving season on20

those areas. 21

And there's also the question of do you --22

how do you protect an area that moves from year to year,23

and are there other ways to achieve that protection? 24

MR. TODD SLACK:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 25
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This brings up another interesting issue specifically1

relating to the calving grounds. 2

In Information Request 2.15 and 2.26, it3

mentions that the GNWT has consistently advocated that no4

exploration or development activity be permitted on the5

calving grounds between May 15th and June 30th.6

Pardon me.  Can ENR give examples where7

they have done so and provide general information as to8

the number and percentages of permits that they have9

submitted these kinds of comments on?10

After reviewing the public record on the11

Nunavut Impact Review Board site, I can find no such12

instance of this occurring.  Furthermore, the caribou13

protection measures that ENR talks about, I have tried to14

work with INAC Nunavut and I've never found these to be15

implemented in the West Kitikmeot.  16

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Was -- did17

I not hear it or was there no question there?18

MR. TODD SLACK:   Can ENR provide examples19

in which they have commented, suggesting that development20

or activity on the land be restricted during the May 15th21

to June 30th period, or in which they have submitted22

comments related to caribou protection measures in the23

West Kitikmeot?24

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Thank you.  Susan Fleck. 25
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As a -- when it relates to exploration activities in1

Nunavut, to date the -- as a government, we have not2

tracked those exploration activities and have not3

commented on them, that I'm aware of.  For the larger4

proposals like the Bathurst port and road development, the5

GNWT is following that process.  And if it gets to the6

point where we would -- it becomes a formal proposal then7

and goes into a proc -- an EA process, environmental8

assessment process, then we would likely be involved.9

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr. Slack,10

that's your ten (10) minutes, we'll get -- let you have11

another opportunity, if time permits, at the end once12

everybody else has had their -- their turn.  Thank you.  13

Next up is the City of Yellowknife.  Mayor14

Gordon Van Tighem is listed as presenting.15

16

(BRIEF PAUSE) 17

18

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Is there a19

representative from the City of Yellowknife here?  20

21

(BRIEF PAUSE) 22

23

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Last call24

for City of Yellowknife.  Okay.  Thank you very much.25
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Next up, Ms. McMaster, are you ready to go? 1

Thank you.  2

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Hi.  Thank you.  My3

name is Karen McMaster, obviously, and I'm an individual4

Intervenor in this proceeding.  5

My first question is actually more of a6

clarification with respect to ENR's presentation on slide7

27 and this was the recovery modelling and risk management8

diagram or chart that you had provided.  And in that chart9

you indicate that harvest is based on 2009.  The first10

column says "Calf productivity," the second one is11

"Average" and the third one is "Good".  12

Could ENR please clarify if that first13

column is low productivity?  Or, Susan, if you just want14

to take a peek here, that's -- it's right here.  So that15

first column, is that -- do you mean low calf productivity16

there?17

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Mr. Chairman, Jan18

Adamczewski, ENR.  19

Yeah, the first column, the first one on20

the left is harvest, obviously; the second one to the21

right is 2009 calf productivity, which was relatively low;22

the third column is average calf productivity for the23

Bathurst herd for the last twenty-five (25) years; and24

then the third one over is -- is good calf productivity,25
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which is Bathurst herd before 1995 when it was at high1

numbers and had good recoupment.2

So the idea here is to acknowledge that3

what's happening with calf numbers is obviously fairly4

important and so there's kind of an interaction then5

between what's happening in terms of young animals6

replacing dead ones and the level of harvest.  7

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Thank you, Jan.  I'm8

just -- I guess I'm just a bit confused on page 4 further9

on in your presentation.  The way I read one of your10

charts you've actually said later on in your presentation11

that calf productivity is good, and so I'm confused12

because I understand this is critical to your harvesting13

model.  14

And I -- I note that we haven't been given15

an opportunity -- I don't think anyone's been able to16

review this model, but to me there seems to be conflict17

here, and if I'm wrong just on an apparent overview of18

this, I'd -- I'd appreciate understanding a bit more.19

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Yeah.  I'll try to20

provide a little bit of clarification.  The calf-to-cow21

ratios for the Bathurst herd for the last three (3) years22

have been improved over the early 2000s when they were all23

very low.  24

Some of them were well below twenty (20)25
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per hundred calf-to-cow ratios, so those years we would1

expect the herd would decline regardless of what was2

happening with harvest.  3

The improvement is a little bit deceptive4

in the last three (3) years because you have to remember5

it's actually a ratio that you're recording in the field6

and you're making the assumption that the number on the7

bottom is relatively constant.  8

And in this case because of the high cow9

mortality what you end up with is a calf-to-cow ratio that10

looks better than it really is.  So in the work that John11

Boulanger does with us he makes a correction for -- for12

that discrepancy, and so the actual calf-to-cow ratio as13

recorded in the field ends up looking better than it14

really was.  15

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Thank you.  My second16

question relates to the bull-to-cow ratios that you use. 17

In your draft decline report of 2009 released in December18

just before the Christmas holidays, you provided and19

you've indicated that the Bathurst herd ratio is lower20

than in all the other adjacent herds, and that this ratio21

seems to be accor -- very important to -- to the Minister22

for failing to consider other options in this process. 23

Mr. Tom Bergerud, who I'm sure you know, who's sort of the24

guru in -- in caribou management and we sort of have his25
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bible here, has indicated that a ratio of one (1) to two1

(2) is almost near pervasive.  2

My question is why did you not consider in3

your December 2009 report the ratios for more than three4

(3) years?  I understand you don't have that ratio for5

2009, but you've taken the ratios for the last only three6

(3) years, and my -- my concern here is that you're basing7

very significant decisions on a combined figure of only8

three (3) years.  9

And given a sample size, a small sample10

size, I would think that this is inappropriate.  And I11

would analogize it to voting, if you want to estimate how12

fifteen (15) people -- based on fifteen (15) people voting13

how the population is going to vote or the whole NWT that14

we couldn't do it.15

16

(BRIEF PAUSE)17

18

MR. JOHN BOULANGER:   Hello.  This is John19

Boulanger.  I'm the statistician and I was partially20

involved in -- in, I think, your question.  First of all,21

the bull/cow ratio is something that -- modelling we have22

done has suggested that it's not a static entity, that it23

does change.  And so if you look at some of the other24

figures of the modelling we've done you'll see that it's -25
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- it's not a straight line.  And so, therefore, using an1

average of, you know, from the '80s on would not be2

appropriate because we know that it's -- that it has3

changed.  4

The second point about sample size is that5

that is an estimate based upon a sample of more than three6

(3) caribou.  It's based upon a sampling regime across the7

fall range in which a statistical estimate is given.  And8

so it's -- it's not really like we used the sample size of9

three (3).  It's three (3) years of estimates.  And that10

was viewed upon as the best way to capture the fact that11

that bull/cow ratio is probably changing, as well as -- as12

give -- as what -- what the most current estimate is.13

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Thank you.  But just14

for the Bathurst herd, you're saying.  All the other herds15

are -- are fine.16

MR. JOHN BOULANGER:   Yeah.  This -- what17

I'm assuming your question was about, is what was done for18

the Bathurst herd, and that's what my answer involves.19

KAREN MCMASTER:   Yeah.  Okay.  And I have20

a third quick question here.21

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   All right. 22

Can you address your chair -- your questions to the chair,23

please.24

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Oh, pardon me. 25
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Sorry.1

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   It's okay.2

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   My third question is3

with respect to actually the joint proposal, and I -- I4

have a -- a query as to how this came about.5

I have a letter from the -- from the6

Wek'eezhii Board dated October 21st to Mr. Michael7

Miltenberger, and in that letter, the Wek'eezhii Board had8

outlined a number of issues for consideration in a joint9

proposal.  And to me, when I look at these issues, they10

seem to be reasonable issues to include in a management11

plan for consideration; and that includes suggested limits12

to and allocation of harvest, sex ratio, no hunting zones,13

requirements for tracking and reporting of harvest.  And14

there are probably about ten (10) items here.15

And I note only within probably a week16

later, the Deputy Minister wrote numerous boards and17

stakeholders about the -- the -- ARC report, and in that18

letter the Deputy Minister indicated that ENR wanted to19

discuss the potential reduction of commercial tags,20

outfitter tags, resident tags and Aboriginal harvests.21

My question is:  How, within two (2) weeks,22

can this joint proposal change substantially?  And I would23

note that we didn't even -- to my knowledge, unless anyone24

else has seen it, I have never seen a limit of five25
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hundred (500) allowable harvest until three (3) or four1

(4) days ago.  I -- I'm not convinced that that number was2

in all of the documents and in consultation.  We've never3

even considered five hundred dollars ($500) in -- five4

hundred (500) caribou in discussions with you, so why,5

right after submissions closed did you produced that6

number, when it was obviously asked for in October?7

8

(BRIEF PAUSE)9

10

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   I'll try to answer11

your question.  I'm not sure it will entirely address what12

you're talking about.13

If you're talking about the two hundred14

(200) and five hundred (500) and so on that we looked at,15

this was -- it was actually a -- a report that we sent to16

the Wek'eezhii Board in March 12th and -- and we just17

didn't have time and room to explain this a little more18

fully, but this analysis was done February and March and19

probably will continue after the Hearing, and part of it20

was to go a little bit beyond the caribou calculator and21

try to see how variation in some of these things would --22

would change so that -- we know the future is not certain. 23

One (1) of the things that came out of it,24

if you look at what's up there, a very large harvest, or25
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relatively large harvest, on the order of five (5) to1

seven thousand (7,000) caribou.  I mean, it's -- it's kind2

of hopeless for the herd to recover.  I mean, it has no3

chance then.  But at that lower level of perhaps two4

hundred (200), five hundred (500) animals or so, the --5

the likely outcome is not that different from the no6

harvest.7

And so very recently we've kind of put8

forward the possibility that that level of harvest might9

be something the board could consider if it wants to allow10

for a total allowable harvest.  If it got to be a much11

larger harvest, then I think that'd be very difficult for12

the herd.13

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you14

very much, Ms. McMaster.  Your ten (10) minutes is up.15

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Okay.  Thank you.16

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   And, as I17

said, if we have time at the end, you're more than welcome18

to go in rotation again.19

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Thank you very much.20

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   Thank you,21

Karen and ENR.  Next, we to -- the North Slave Metis22

Alliance is here.23

MS. DANIELLE DE FIELDS:   Dani De Fields,24

biologist with the North Slave Metis Alliance, we have no25
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questions at the...1

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   Okay, it's2

Martin from  Wildlife -- 3

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Yes.  Martin Knutsan,4

I'm with the NWT -- Martin Knutsan, NWT Wildlife5

Federation.  I've got a couple of questions.  My first6

question is:  The herd count of the Bathurst caribou or7

any caribou counts, is that done by the calving ground8

technique, what's referred to as a calving ground9

technique?10

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   There is a history,11

Mr. Chairman, of using two (2) population survey methods12

for NWT herds and that goes back quite a few years.13

The more western herds, which would be Cape14

Bathurst, Bluenose West, Bluenose East, the -- the method15

that they've used is -- is the post calving survey, which16

is typically done in July when the animals, the caribou,17

will bunch up tightly, sometimes hundreds and thousands. 18

You can take pictures of them and then you count what you19

see on the pictures.20

So this is the survey method they've relied21

on.  It's a little bit vulnerable to weather and it does22

require large numbers of radio collars.23

From there going east, the Bathurst and24

then the other herds sort of into Nunavut, for those herds25
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we've relied on the calving ground photo survey which is a1

little bit different and, of course, it doesn't have all2

the animals on the calving ground.3

So we've used both of those survey methods4

as have people in other jurisdictions.5

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Thank you.  Mr.6

Chairman, just to -- to conclude that the -- the Bathurst7

caribou have been using the calving ground technique.  Is8

that correct?9

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Mr. Chairman, yeah. 10

All the surveys from 1986 on have been the same basic11

survey methodology, the calving ground photo survey.12

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Okay, I'd like to13

refer to a -- a book.  It's called "The Return of the14

Caribou to Ungava" by Tom Bergerud.15

And this book has been viewed upon by, I16

believe, many biologists as -- as a bit of a bible in the17

-- the study of caribou.  So I'd like to read an excerpt18

from this book.  It's on page 289, second paragraph19

saying:20

"At the seventh North American Caribou21

workshop, Thomas (1988) critiqued the22

idea of counting caribou by the calving23

ground technique in the Northwest24

Territories and George River herd."25
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In his abstract, page 15, he complains1

that: 2

"The extrapolation of such counts to3

population size produces unacceptable4

accuracy and precision.  5

Consequently no conclusions can be made6

about changes in accuracy and7

precision."8

Or it should be:9

"Consequently no conclusions can be made10

about changes in population numbers11

between or among surveys."12

So looking at taking an excerpt from this13

book, it states that a lot of what you've been doing is --14

is possibly irrelevant and is not producing accurate15

surveys.16

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   What would17

be the question, sir, please?18

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   I was -- it's Martin19

Knutsan, NWT Wildlife Federation.  And is there -- I guess20

my question on this, in the future is there any method21

that would be a more accurate method that could be used?22

MR. JOHN BOULANGER:   Mr. Chairman, this is23

John Boulanger, the Statistician.  First of all, if you24

look in our -- almost all our reports of the calving25
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ground surveys, what we mainly use to estimate trend in1

the biological population was the estimate of breeding2

females.3

And this -- using this estimate, first of4

all, it was used because that, in the terms of the biology5

of the herd, is the most meaningful thing, how many6

females are breeding.7

And the second thing is that it did not use8

any assumptions about the proportion of females in the9

herd or the proportion of females that were pregnant in a10

herd which is used to extrapolate to the total herd size.11

And so the estimates of trend that -- from12

-- from the Bathurst calving ground are -- are based upon13

the breeding females, which -- and so that's how we got14

that estimate of trend.  And that shows that the breeding15

females have been going down over time.  16

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr.17

Knutsan, before I forget, could you -- it's Chair Grant --18

Co-chair Grant Pryznyk, could you please file those or any19

pages that you referenced and identify the sections that20

you do reference from that book as a matter of our public21

record.  22

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Yes, I did make that23

statement.  24

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Sorry?25
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MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   I -- I made the1

statement that it was on page 289, second paragraph.  2

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Could you3

provide copies of that, please, to -- photocopies and send4

it electronically to us?5

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Yes, I'd be happy to.6

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you7

very much.  Oh, and I've been guilty of not prefacing my8

comments with my name and speaking, so just a reminder for9

everybody to do it including me.  Thank you.  10

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   And the second11

question -- it's Martin Knutsan, NWT Wildlife Federation. 12

The -- the biologist with ENR, are -- are all of the13

biologists a member of any professional association or are14

any of the biologists a member of a professional15

association?16

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Is that17

relevant to the fact of these items, management actions 118

to 5, sir?19

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Yes, it is.  20

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Could you21

explain it?  22

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Well, I'm like --23

we've had a number of the Intervenors question some of the24

numbers that have been put forward by ENR, and I think a25
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lot of us as Intervenors are questioning the actual counts1

that have bun -- been done to these caribou.  2

And I think with the -- we have to look at,3

is there an ethical standard to which ENR is operating? 4

And I'd like to know if the biologists with ENR are a5

member of professional association and are they being held6

to an ethical standard?  7

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Are you8

prepared to -- ENR team, are you prepared to answer that?  9

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Well, it's a little10

bit of a strange question for us, Mr. Chairman.  I think11

there are some of our -- among our staff who are members12

of the Wildlife Society, Canadian Wildlife Federation, you13

know, other organizations of that type.  Most of the14

biologists that we have have at least a Masters degree,15

some would -- would have a PhD and quite a few years of16

working experience.17

The question about ethical standards, I18

would actually like to defer that.  I -- I think that is19

an inappropriate question.  All of our biologists try20

their best to do accurate surveys, counts, and to report21

those as accurately as they can, and I don't think we need22

an outside standard to -- to tell us, you know, what our23

code of ethics should be.24

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   It -- it's Susan Fleck. 25
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Just to add to that question, I know -- I know I'm a1

member -- 2

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Excuse me. 3

It's -- sorry, it's Co-chair Grant, Susan.  Could you4

identify yourself, please.  Thank you.  5

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   It's Susan Fleck.  I6

know I am a member of -- I'm recognized as an associate7

biologist a long time ago in a -- a credible wildlife8

organization of professional biologists.  9

And we, as a -- as government staff, also10

have a code of conduct that we have to follow.  That code11

of conduct expects that we do our work to the best12

standards out there.  And we have undertaken a peer review13

of caribou studies to demonstrate that the methodology14

that we use is the best out there and is also used by15

other jurisdictions to achieve information that can be16

used for management decisions.  17

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Please --18

it's Co-chair Grant Pryznyk.  Please confine your comments19

now to management actions 1 to 5, the scope of the20

hearing.  Thank you.  21

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Yes.  It's Martin22

Knutsan, NWT Wildlife Federation.  Referring to Items 1 to23

5, have all of the studies and reports that have been put24

forward, have they all been peer reviewed?25
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MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Not all the studies1

and reports have been peer reviewed.  That recommendation2

from ARC is one that we -- we're still working on.  And3

one of the things you need to understand is that peer4

review, as it would apply to a submission to a technical5

journal, usually means that the report is put out that6

much more slowly.  It's not unusual for that to add a year7

or sometimes more to the publication date, and I can say8

that from personal experience.9

The information summarized in the Bathurst10

Technical Report has had a degree of peer review because11

we had a technical meeting in late September in Calgary. 12

We invited some modellers, statisticians, our own staff,13

and we had Jason Fisher from the Alberta Research Council14

and Don Russell, retired Canadian Wildlife Service15

biologist, there for two (2) days to review all the data. 16

And I think -- well, Larry Roy could perhaps speak to17

that, but I think they -- they were satisfied with what18

they were seeing and the level of effort that was going19

into it.20

The intent with that report is still to21

send it back to Don Russell and Jason Fisher and get that22

technical review.  It just hasn't happened at this point.23

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   Martin, I24

guess your time up, ten (10) minutes.  So allow you come25
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back and you -- you can talk about it later on.  We can1

give you a chance.2

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Thank you, Mr.3

Chairman.4

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   Thank you. 5

And next one it's Jenni Bruce, NWT Tourism.6

7

(BRIEF PAUSE)8

9

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   Jenni Bruce,10

NWT Tourism?  11

If it's not, I guess we'll go to the next12

one, Petersons Point Lake.  Go ahead.13

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   Hi.  Thank you, Mr.14

Co-Chair.  My name's Amanda Peterson.  I'm with Peterson's15

Point Lake Lodge.16

For sake of brevity, I have a few17

questions, and I respectfully request that perhaps I can -18

- they're yes or no questions -- perhaps I can request19

that my responses or the responses from the Department of20

ENR be as short as possible.21

So one of my questions is, over the last22

three (3) years, were all caribou harvested by outfitters23

from the Bathurst herd?24

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Susan Fleck.  No.25
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MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   Thank you.  Does1

this -- Amanda Peterson, Mr. Co-Chair.  In regard to the2

response provided by ENR in regard to that question, does3

this mean that there is less pressure on the Bathurst4

caribou herd?5

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Mr. Chair, I'm not6

sure I can do that with a one (1) word answer.  Oh, sorry. 7

Jan Adamczewski, ENR.  I'm not sure that we can answer8

that with a single yes or no.9

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   Thank you.10

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   I would appreciate,11

actually, just, if you could, I would appreciate hearing12

your response, Jan -- oh, Mr. Co-Chair.13

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   I'll try to be as14

short as I can.  Jan Adamczewski, ENR.15

I mean, our focus is on the total amount of16

harvest and how that relates to the population size and17

trend.  We do recognize that the outfitters and the18

residents have taken relatively few animals from the19

Bathurst herd the last few years.  Most of the harvest has20

been Aboriginal in the wintertime.  It's the total amount21

of harvest in relation to herd size and trend, that's what22

we're concerned about.  23

So, yes, some portion of the outfitter tags24

probably went to Bluenose East bulls.  But the level of25
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overall harvest on the Bathurst herd is still a very1

serious issue.2

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   Thank -- thank you. 3

Mr. Co-Chair, I'm curious, is it possible, particularly4

with the late spring conditions in 2009, that all the cows5

didn't make it to the calving grounds in time for the6

survey?7

MR. BRUNO CROFT:   Bruno Croft.  Thank you,8

Mr. Co-Chair.  Amanda, thanks for the question.9

We -- if you look at the map I presented10

today, at the time of calving we accounted for all the11

satellite-collared cows going back to the Bathurst herd. 12

But on -- in addition to that, we flew way beyond normal13

survey criteria.  We went from the Arctic Coast all the14

way down to the tree line, from Kugluktuk to the east all15

the way to the east side of Bathurst in that fourteen16

thousand (14,000) kilometres of survey line just to17

account for the presence of -- or of large concentration18

of breeding animals that we could have missed at the time19

of the photo census.  We did not see any.  We went way20

beyond normal survey criteria and there's nothing out21

there.22

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   I have one (1) final23

question, Mr. Co-Chair, and it might be a two (2) part24

question, if you could bear with me.  And I'm in -- within25
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my time frame.  I'm wondering if the Department of ENR's1

budget for caribou research has increased or decreased for2

the current year and foreseeable future, so particularly3

2010 and beyond?4

5

(BRIEF PAUSE) 6

7

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Mr. Chair, Ernie8

Campbell here.9

The answer to that question is yes, our10

budget for this year has decreased by roughly five hundred11

thousand (500,000) and there's a couple of avenues where12

we're hoping to address that decrease.  One of them, with13

partnerships as identified in the ARC report, is to look14

at partnership approaches.  And the second one is through15

our upcoming five (5) year renewal of our caribou16

strategy.  We're hoping to use that strategy to put forth17

a submission to acquire more funding.18

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   Thank you.  I'm19

curious, Mr. Co-Chair -- Amanda Peterson again -- what is20

the -- I guess I'm curious, what is the total budget for21

caribou research and what are the funds going to be used22

for?23

24

(BRIEF PAUSE) 25
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MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:  Mr. Chair, if I could1

have a -- a minute here to talk with the rest of my staff?2

3

(BRIEF PAUSE)4

 5

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Susan Fleck.  The budget6

varies every year depending on the number of surveys that7

are -- need to be undertaken.  On average it's between 1.58

and $2 million dollars a year.  The money is used for9

surveys.  So a calving ground survey can be about five10

hundred thousand (500,000).  A spring composition survey11

for one (1) herd is about thirty (30) to forty thousand12

(40,000).  Fall composition for a herd is similar.13

In addition, the funding is used for14

patrols.  It's also used to support several traditional15

knowledge, either projects or activities that are ongoing. 16

And it's also used for consultation, such17

as this past year where there was consultation undertaken18

for the Bluenose management planning process that's going19

on.20

And as well, there's a number of other21

things.  If you look in the Caribou Management Strategy,22

we have a table in there that gives an approximate23

breakdown for how the money is used for different24

purposes.25
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MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   Great, thank you1

very much.  That's it for now.2

CO-CHAIRPERSON JOSEPH JUDAS:   Thank you,3

Peterson.4

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay, thank5

you very much.  Next up on the order is Bob Turner, David6

Livingstone. 7

8

(BRIEF PAUSE)9

 10

 CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Bob Turner,11

David Livingstone?  Bob Turner, David Livingstone?12

13

(BRIEF PAUSE)14

   15

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,16

they've not indicated they're here.  We'll move on to17

Joyce Rabesca and Rabesca Resources' questions.18

MS. JOYCE RABESCA:   Joyce Rabesca.  We19

have no questions.  Did you get that?  No questions.20

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   It's Grant21

Pryznyk, Co-Chair.  Thank you very much, Joyce.22

23

(BRIEF PAUSE)24

 25
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CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay, we'll1

switch the -- Grant Pryznyk, Co-Chair.  We'll start with -2

- we'll leave our Board and Board staff till the end and3

the legal counsel till the end.4

Let's start again with Tlicho Government. 5

Do you have any questions that you'd like to pose at this6

time?7

MR. ARTHUR PAPE:   It's Arthur Pape for the8

Tlicho Government, Mr. Chairman.  I wonder if we could9

have some explanation of how calf survival rates are --10

are measured?11

12

(BRIEF PAUSE)13

 14

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Mr. Chairman, I'll -15

- I'll start off and then I'll get John Boulanger to -- to16

add a little bit here.17

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   That's --18

that's you again, Jan?19

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Sorry?  Oh, sorry. 20

My name hasn't changed.  Sorry.  Jan Adamczewski with ENR.21

What we use as an index, and it is an index22

of calf survival, is the calf-to-cow ratio measured in23

late winter.  Those surveys, typically somewhere around24

four thousand (4,000) animals are classified, a hundred or25
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more groups.1

And what you end up with is something like,2

say, thirty (30) calves per hundred cows.  And that's3

actually at ten (10) months so it's not a full year.4

We use it as an index but we use it with5

some caution because you can sometimes get numbers that6

are -- that look good and -- and in the reality isn't7

quite as good.8

Typically, if you have calf to cow ratios9

in the spring below twenty (20) per hundred, that most10

likely is a herd declining.  It's at the upper end that11

it's a little more difficult to know, because the level of12

calf survival that you need for stability -- sorry, the13

level of calf survival that you need to balance or get a14

stable herd depends on how the cows are doing, so it's --15

the relationships are a little bit more complex.  And I'll16

ask John Boulanger if he can add any clarification to17

that.18

MR. JOHN BOULANGER:   Hi.  This is John19

Boulanger here, a statistician for ENR.20

Yes, this is something that is complex.  In21

the technical report there is a whole section on this, on22

how we used a population model to basically help us better23

interpret calf/cow ratios, because, as Jan said, the24

calf/cow ratio is the basis of how calf survival is25
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estimated.  However, it will be a function of when you --1

it -- it is based upon the number of calves seen on --2

usually in the spring or in the fall.  As well as --3

that's the top part of the ratio -- the bottom part is4

going to be the number of adult females seen, as well as5

there are some yearlings included in this ratio, too.6

And so, therefore, what we used was a model7

that basically considered simultaneously the calf/cow8

ratio in unison with other sources of data, such as adult9

survival from the collars, such as the calving ground10

estimates of -- of -- of population size, as well as the11

proportion of females that were observed on -- on the12

calving ground.  And all those -- all those are kind of13

combined to come up with the most likely estimate of calf14

survival based upon all the sources of data15

simultaneously.16

I realize that that's somewhat of a complex17

answer, but I will refer you to our technical report which18

-- as well as a -- a report that I did with Anne Gunn a19

few years ago that's a manuscript report which goes into20

details on that procedure.21

MR. ARTHUR PAPE:   Mr. Chairman, perhaps --22

it's Arthur Pape for Tlicho Government.23

Perhaps it -- it -- it could be -- I asked24

the question because, in an earlier answer, Mr.25
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Janaczewski (sic) explained that the survival rate --1

survival rates were quite critical to the overall2

population trends.  And so perhaps he could -- or perhaps3

someone from ENR could again just bring it all together4

for us about how these calf survival ratios might vary5

from time to time, and how that is a factor that would be6

important in -- in causing population trends.7

Because I think what some of the8

explanations that we've been given so far, Mr. Chairman,9

begin to help some of us who are lay people understand10

better how these population trends can happen and how11

quickly they can happen, and how they could happen with a12

-- without a great deal of obvious physical evidence to13

indicate that something like a serious population decline14

has occurred.15

So I'm asking the question in a fairly16

open-ended way, Mr. Chairman, because I think if the ENR17

technical staff have more to say about this, it's very18

helpful to this process.19

MR. JOHN BOULANGER:   John Boulanger,20

statistician, again.  Basically, what I'll first start21

with is -- is what a calf rat -- cow ratio is telling us. 22

What it's basically telling us is that of the cows in the23

-- in the population, what ratio of them have produced a24

calf to a certain date and time from when the calving25
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ground -- when they -- when they gave birth.  1

So in the spring, let's say June, a calf is2

given birth to, that calf -- first of all, there's two (2)3

things that can happen here:  First of all, if it's a bad4

year maybe not all the females give birth to a calf, so5

you can have a low pregnancy rate, okay?  So in that case6

the calf/cow ratio will be lower.  7

The second factor that can occur is, let's8

say they do give birth to a certain number of calves,9

those calves can die, they can be predated upon, they can10

starve.  11

So there's two (2) things it's telling us: 12

It's basically telling us how well the population is, in a13

way, replacing itself.  And what the fundamental question14

or the fundamental factor in whether a population goes up15

and down is how well they survive, whether caribou die;16

and second of all, how well does a population replace17

itself.18

So we need to know those two (2) factors. 19

So the thing that the calf/cow ratio is very important to20

tell us is -- is, is this population replacing itself? 21

Because if it is, then it will be going up and it can22

offset, furthermore, factors of mortality such as harvest. 23

And one (1) thing that will -- that's shown in the24

simulations that I've done is, if you have a high calf/cow25
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ratio, if the population is replacing itself, then it can1

tolerate a harvest much easier than when the calf/cow2

ratio is lower.3

And so the big point is we have to consider4

more than just mortality and harvest, we have to consider5

productivity and calf/cow ratio is one of the ways we can6

do that.7

MR. ARTHUR PAPE:   Mr. Chairman, my last8

follow-up question about this is, since this seems to be9

such a critical factor, I'm interested in learning whether10

the techniques for -- for understanding these ratios are11

improving.  Are there suggestions in the ARC report or12

from elsewhere about ways of determining this ratio with13

more accuracy so that it can be used as a management tool?14

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Mr. Chairman, Jan15

Adamczewski with ENR.16

I don't think there's anything specifically17

in the ARC report that would address the design of those18

types of composition surveys and part of the problem, in a19

sense, is that, based on what John was telling us, you20

have to use those ratios with caution no matter how21

accurately you measure them.22

One (1) of the analyses that I've talked23

with John about would address that because we know we have24

-- a few years ago for the Qamarirjuaq herd there was a25
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very extensive fall composition survey, over twenty1

thousand (20,000) animals were -- were classified, which2

is more than we -- we usually get.  And we thought we3

could re-sample that and re-analyse it and see if we can4

come up with some standards of -- of spacial coverage and5

numbers of groups classified, basically to improve our6

confidence in those surveys.7

But the cautions that you heard from, I8

guess, myself and John still apply.  It's just that you9

have a little more confidence that that ratio is10

representative of the population.  But it still may not11

tell you in a nice, simple way whether that herd is going12

up or down.13

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay, thank14

you very much.  Mr. Pape?15

MR. ARTHUR PAPE:   Sorry, just one (1)16

more, Mr. Chairman.  Arthur Pape.17

There were some questions asked earlier18

about the budgets for work associated with the management19

of the caribou herds and I understand, from what was said20

by Ms. Fleck, that the -- or maybe it was Mr. Campbell. 21

In any event, I understand that the budget has -- was22

decreased very substantially in this last year or so.  23

And my question is whether there have been24

any further discussions between ENR and the -- the people25
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who set the budgets about the budget for this caribou1

management work in the context of the current crisis and2

whether this is a -- is -- is an issue that's still alive3

inside the government. 4

5

(BRIEF PAUSE) 6

7

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 8

I guess the short answer is yes, but we, you know, have9

had the discussions, we are going to be attempting to look10

at every avenue, I guess, to be in further resources.  We11

understand the critical situation we're in. 12

Again, the preliminary area that we're13

focussing on to gain resources for basically the -- the14

longer term for the next five (5) years would be the15

caribou strategy.  Again we'll look at partnerships.  And16

internally even with the GNWT, there's other avenues that17

we'll have to entertain, as well, for the -- the short18

term here. 19

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Co-Chair20

Grant Pryznyk.  Thank you very much everyone.  21

Ms. Gunn, would you care to ask another22

question?23

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Mr. Co-Chair, thank you. 24

I  -- I do have a follow up question.  25
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I would like to ask ENR:  They use the1

number of wolves seen at the wolf dens as an index to wolf2

abundance.  In their presentation they explained that the3

number of wolves seen at the dens has declined.  As it's4

an index to abundance in their technical report they give5

the maximum number of wolves seen at a den is three (3),6

it's declined to one (1). 7

Just as a point of clarification, would8

they agree that that might suggest a maximum rate of wolf9

decline of two-thirds (2/3) since 1996? 10

MR. DEAN CLUFF:   Mr. Chair, Dean Cluff,11

ENR. 12

The slide you're referring to, I think, is13

slide 21, and it's referred to a decline from seventeen14

(17) to one (1) wolf.  So I think that that's an error. 15

That's seventeen (17) dens to one (1) den.  No, that's not16

it?17

DR. ANNE GUNN:   Mr. Co-Chair, what I'm18

talking about is the number, the average number of wolves19

seen at a den site.  In your summary, in the written20

summary, which -- at page 3, you say it dropped to one (1)21

wolf.22

The question I asked you before was that23

there's one (1) wolf, plus a pair, right?  So it's one (1)24

helper wolf, okay.  In -- in the tech -- draft technical25
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report, you have a graph on figure 528 that gives the1

average number of one (1) year old wolves seen at the den2

sites.  The maximum number is three (3), okay.  So three3

wolves at the den site have dropped to one (1).  4

Given that this is your index to abundance,5

what I'm asking you is that my understanding of that is6

that that suggests that wolves have dropped by two-thirds7

(2/3) since 1996.  8

Am I correct in that would be your9

interpretation?  And just, yes or no, would be fine10

because time is running out. 11

12

(BRIEF PAUSE)13

14

MR. DEAN CLUFF:   Mr. Chair, Dean Cluff. 15

Yes, that would be one (1) interpretation that -- that the16

wolf numbers have dropped into that proportion.17

DR. ANNE GUNN:   May I ask a followup18

question because now I'm confused?  It's one19

interpretation that the wolf numbers have dropped.  What20

would be the other interpretations?21

And what I actually asked you was if they22

dropped by two-thirds but now I'm wondering what are the23

other interpretations of your index to wolf abundance24

based on the den sites?25
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MR. DEAN CLUFF:   Dean Cluff, ENR.  When I1

mentioned one (1) interpretation, you had referred to two-2

thirds (2/3).  There's -- there is some uncertainty with3

the numbers in terms of number of animals at a den site.4

They can vary a little bit.  There's --5

there's a confidence interval attached to that.  So it --6

it may not be exactly two-thirds (2/3).  It could be 507

percent. 8

So that's -- that's what I was getting at9

with one interpretation because you were pinning it down10

on a certain range.  And -- and this is the trend11

information.12

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay, thank13

you very much.  Mr. Andre, would you like to ask another14

question?15

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 16

Does ENR acknowledge that the Bathurst herd has used both17

the east side and the west side of the Bathurst Inlet in a18

rotational basis over the past fifty (50) or sixty (60)19

years?20

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Thank you.  It's Susan21

Fleck.  Our understanding, we've done surveys or there's22

been surveys done since about sometime in the '70s.23

There is records from the '50s when John24

Kelsall was up there, that caribou were calving on the25
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west side of the Inlet.  He got that from local people up1

there.2

Since the survey started in the '70s there3

have -- in the sort of late '70s to about '84, the calving4

ground was on the east side of the Inlet.  I did the5

surveys in '79, '80, '82, '84.  6

We were aware that calving had been on both7

sides and so we usually flew up part of the west side to8

check.  There wasn't anything there because there were no9

collars at that time.10

And then we also flew to the east to make11

sure that we weren't running into animals in the Queen12

Maud Gulf area.  In '86 the calving ground was centred13

right on Bathurst Inlet and then after -- since then the14

calving ground has been on the west side of the Inlet.15

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   In -- in 1996, ENR16

decided that all of the area east of the Bathurst Inlet17

would no longer be part of the traditional Bathurst18

calving ground but would henceforth be Ahiak caribou.19

Exactly what did ENR expect the Bathurst20

caribou population to do if it was calving on the west21

side and then moved over to the east side and they're now22

being called the Ahiak caribou.23

That's -- that's a very simple explanation24

for why this caribou herd has dropped so drastically in25
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the absent of -- absence of any other information1

regarding high wolf numbers or predation or unhealthy2

caribou of any sort.3

So my -- my question is, exactly when the4

Bathurst herd shifted back to the east, what exactly did5

the ENR expect to -- how did they expect to count those6

with a definition of a calving ground being distinct from7

other calving grounds?8

What we have here is overlapping calving9

grounds which defies the definition of a calving ground.10

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Susan Fleck.  I wish --11

I wish it was as simple as what you are proposing to12

people here but the -- what we've found over the years is13

that there has always been a separation between the14

animals that are calving in the Queen Maud Gulf area,15

which eventually became known as an Ahiak herd, and the16

Bathurst herd.17

Since -- because of all these questions18

that have been going on, in 2007 and 2008, we made an -- a19

tremendous effort to fly the Tundra area from the20

Mackenzie Delta to Hudson Bay and to document where21

animals were going for calving purposes.  What we found in22

these years is that this Bathurst herd for these last few23

years has been on the west side of Bathurst Inlet and a24

large number of animals are calving in the Queen Maud Gulf25
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area, which we have known as the Ahiak herd which is what1

the people in the Kitikmeot asked us to change the name to2

because that's how they know those animals.3

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you4

very much.  Mr. Andre...?  5

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Yeah.  6

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   If we -- if7

we have time to go around one (1) more time and -- and -- 8

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Okay.  9

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   -- ask10

whether the Board has some questions. 11

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   I have one (1) more12

question.13

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   You -- you14

had two (2) already?15

MR. JOHN ANDRE:   Is that my limit?16

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Yeah.  You17

had two (2). 18

MR. JOHN ANDRE:  Okay.  19

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   You did. 20

Yeah.  21

Mr. Warner, your -- it's your choice. 22

Yeah, it's Grant Pryznyk, by the way, Co-Chair, sorry.23

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Boyd Warner, Bathurst24

Developments.  Thank you, Mr. Co-Chair.  25
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Based on what we're hearing today or I'm1

hearing and if I'm -- didn't hear this right perhaps2

somebody could correct me, but we seem to be basing3

calving grounds as well as even herd definitions on4

satellite collars and locations of -- of the animals based5

on the satellite collars.6

However, according to the ARC review, on7

page 35, regarding satellite collars it says, and I quote:8

"The sample size of collars currently9

employed by ENR are inadequate to10

provide empirical evidence strong enough11

to support many assumptions key to ENR's12

caribou management policy."13

It goes on to say:14

"The low number of collars deployed15

represents one of the most serious flaws16

in the ENR's caribou management17

program."18

So I also understand that we're down to19

twelve (12) collars on the Bathurst caribou herd and20

that's even lower than when ARC did this review.  21

All of our harvesting, all of our22

businesses, all of our hunting is being based on these23

satellite collars, it seems, or a huge amount of the24

information.  So my question directly to ENR would be, Mr.25
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Chairman, or Co-Chairman:  When do we stop relying on this1

flawed data until we could either get more collars on that2

can represent exactly what's going on out there? 3

But all of these decisions are assuming --4

or sorry, being made off satellite collar information that5

is clearly identified as flawed.  So at what point do we6

stop using that?7

8

(BRIEF PAUSE) 9

10

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Mr. Chairman, Jan11

Adamczewski for ENR.12

There were some criticisms in the Alberta13

Research Council report, we recognized that, and we would14

like to have more radio collars on the Bathurst herd.  But15

we also have to work with communities and Aboriginal16

governments and there is some strong opposition to radio17

collars among some of the groups we work with.18

But I think it's -- you need to also be19

careful about suggesting that -- that we're basing20

everything on radio collars because it's a little bit more21

-- there's a little more to it than that.  22

Recognizing caribou herds, I mean, this23

started for biologists back in the '60s and '70s.  And if24

you look at what happened in Alaska, a very similar25
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process, initially they looked at the big barren-ground1

herds, then they started looking at the smaller herds. 2

And so if you were to look at the number of herds that3

they recognized over time, it went up.4

And the same thing has happened in the5

Canadian North as resources were available, more radio6

collars are available, more surveys and so on.  But how we7

have defined the caribou herds does not depend just on the8

radio collars.  The surveys that we showed you earlier9

bear out that those are separate calving grounds.10

If you look at the animations, the Ahiak11

animals have a clearly distinct pattern of movement from12

the Bathurst animals.  And you don't need that many13

collars to see that there's a clear difference between the14

two (2).15

The historic record on the Ahiak herd is16

not as good as we would like, but the last few years we've17

had thirty (30) forty (40) collars on them.  They're18

moving about as we expect.  They're calving separately,19

distinct from the Bathurst herd.  All of that newer20

information is supporting the herd designations that21

started many years ago.22

So it's not just based on satellite23

collars.  There has been genetic work, DNA studies and a24

whole range of studies have essentially borne out those25
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herd designations are appropriate.1

MR. BOYD WARNER:   Boyd Warner again,2

Bathurst Developments.  A couple of points just in regard3

to that answer is, an earlier question that I had asked4

is:  Prior to 1990, were all the caribou calving or in the5

North Slave were considered one group of the Bathurst? 6

And I would suggest that all of them on the east and the7

west side would have been considered Bathurst.8

It's based on satellite collared9

information that these herds are now distinct and that10

information appears to not be good information.  That's11

the point I'd like to make on that.12

Excuse me.  Regarding other information on13

a herd dependency, a better history is every spring and14

fall the outfitters meet with ENR and were presented --15

ENR does a presentation usually by Mr. Bruno Croft on the16

health, cow/calf compositions and other information on the17

caribou herds.18

Now these have all been verbal reports.  I19

don't have a written -- copies in front of me.  My20

recollection since 2006 is that every one of those reports21

was positive.22

We had high pregnancy rates or good23

pregnancy rates at the least.  We had good to high to very24

good calf survival rate.  I'm wondering if ENR has that25
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written information and can present it to this Board at1

this meeting to show what the calf/cow compositions were2

since 2006.3

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Mr. Chairman, Jan4

Adamczewski, ENR.  The Bathurst technical report, which5

went to the Board in December, has pretty much an up-to-6

date summary on spring calf-to-cow ratios, fall calf-to-7

cow ratios, population estimates.  Basically what we have8

is in that report.  We'll probably be going out in early9

April to do this year's but, you know, we can't report on10

those just yet.11

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay, thank12

you very much.  It's Grant Pryznyk, Co-Chair.  Thank you13

very much, gentlemen.14

Could we have -- Barry Taylor, do you have15

any further questions?16

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   Yes, I do.  It's Barry17

Taylor.  Does ENR have any firm numbers on wolves and18

bears?  I mean, harvest per wolf or bear and the totals?19

And can they determine whether that's up or20

down over the past and what effect this could have either21

way whether the numbers are up or down?22

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Boy, Mr.23

Taylor -- it's Grant Pryznyk -- that's a lot of questions24

in two (2) short sentences there.25
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MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   Okay.  What are the1

numbers for wildlife predation, period, estimated and2

verified?3

4

(BRIEF PAUSE)5

 6

MR. DEAN CLUFF:   Mr. Chair, Dean Cluff,7

ENR.  8

Wolves kill caribou.  And -- and just the9

fact that a caribou does live a year means that it is10

getting about five (5) pounds of meat a day on average.  11

How -- how that translates into number of12

caribou killed can vary from year -- or, between the13

seasons.  The -- the kill rate can change depending on the14

-- on that season and whether it's a calf or a cow.  So15

it's difficult to come up with a certain number of caribou16

that a -- a wolf can kill in a year.  But it usually is on17

average maybe one (1) caribou every two (2) weeks, if you18

were to come up with a -- a number.  But recognize that19

that does vary because wolves kill calves, they could kill20

adults.  So it will change, all right. 21

So -- but because -- so the impact though22

can vary depending on the number of caribou out there so -23

- and, sorry, wolves.  So if there's fewer wolves the kill24

rate could be the same, but then the impact is less25
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because there's -- there could be -- there's fewer wolves1

out there. 2

Oh, sorry.  Grizzly bears you had asked3

about.  I'll just give you an estimate.  You asked about4

the number of wolves out there.  We have relatively low5

densities of wolves in general when you look at the whole6

area.  When -- when caribou come into a winter range7

there's many, many thousands and that is an attractant for8

wolves.  So -- so your densities are up then, so you can9

see lots of wolves then.  10

But then when the caribou return to the11

calving grounds then those wolves are going to their den12

sites so they spread out, so then the densities become13

less.  But on average if you were to look -- we have the14

similar densities of wolves like Alaska does on the Tundra15

area; about five (5) to six (6) wolves per 100,000 square16

kilometres, okay, that's on -- on average. 17

The number of bears -- oh, and for wolves18

and it might be a thousand (1,000) wolves out there or --19

and now less; the numbers have declined.  20

For -- for grizzly bears, we haven't had21

any recent estimates on the number of bears.  We've had22

some collars on bears in the past.  We did look at a23

population analysis and we thought that the -- the data24

supported stable populations, maybe slightly increasing. 25
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And from sightings that people have reported to us that1

seems to be supported. 2

We do have wolves and grizzly bears on the3

calving ground of -- of caribou, but there's still not4

very many; most of the wolves are further down to the tree5

line.  We haven't seen very many wolves and grizzly bears6

in the recent surveys, but they -- so we don't have good7

numbers of grizzly bears.  8

MR. BARRY TAYLOR:   Yes, it seem like we're9

kinda vague here on bears.  And I'm looking at a thousand10

(1,000) wolves reported from Dean and that doesn't very11

much coincide with a few years back when there was a big12

uproar over the wolves harvested when they went to -- the13

herds moved down into northern Alberta/Saskatchewan when14

they were talking about six (6) to seven thousand (7,000)15

wolves harvesting caribou, and that the seven hundred and16

fifty (750) to a thousand (1,000) animals that were taken17

at that time, meaning wolves, had no bearing on our18

population.  So, I'm thinking -- or, suggesting to Dean19

that possibly this number of a thousand wolves is down.  20

Bears, I don't understand why -- I've asked21

this question for thirty-five (35) years, how many grizzly22

bears, and the only person that ever put it in was a23

document from the '60s saying sixty-seven thousand24

(67,000), but I know that there's been times I've had over25
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a hundred and fifty (150) in my own area and they're1

harvesting a caribou every second day.  So I'm thinking we2

should come up with some number.  It could make a3

difference if we shoot a thousand caribou a year.  Thank4

you. 5

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you,6

Mr. Taylor.  7

Yellowknives Dene First Nation, Mr. Slack,8

would you care to ask another question?  It's Grant9

Pryznyk.10

MR. TODD SLACK:   Thank you, Mr. Co-Chairs. 11

In addition to my two (2) questions, I have a request and12

I'm not sure if now is the right time.13

But earlier our colleague over there at ENR14

suggested that they would be willing to undertake to15

provide results on the progress and effort that GNWT has16

made in regards to the action items of the 2004 Barren-17

Ground Caribou Management Plan, the strategies of the 200618

Barren-Ground Caribou Management Strategy, and the action19

items, priorities and recommendations of the 2007 Caribou20

Summit.21

And I'm wondering if now is the right time22

to ask if that can happen?23

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Susan Fleck.  Yes, we24

could do that.25
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CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr. Chair,1

it's the Co-Chair, excuse me.2

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   Mr. Chairman, we'll3

take that as Undertaking Number 1 for the Hearing but it4

might be useful if we had a time line from ENR for the5

submission of their response to the undertaking.6

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Susan Fleck.  We could7

provide that by April 15th if that's acceptable.8

9

--- UNDERTAKING NO. 1: To provide, by April 15th,10

results on the progress and11

effort that GNWT has made in12

regards to the action items of13

the 2004 Barren-Ground Caribou14

Management Plan, the15

strategies of the 2006 Barren-16

Ground Caribou Management17

Strategy and the action items,18

priorities and recommendations19

of the 2007 Caribou Summit20

21

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay,22

that's fine.  That's great.  It's Grant Pryznyk, Co-Chair. 23

Okay, those items could be provided -- that item could be24

provided to the Board by April 15th.  Thank you.  25
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Mr. Slack...?1

MR. TODD SLACK:   Thank you, Mr. Co-Chair. 2

Todd Slack, YKDFN.  For my two (2) questions I have an3

easy one and a harder one.4

I'm just wondering, given the discussion5

about the budgets, if ENR has -- well, since INAC is the6

ultimate land administrator, the regulator and the -- it's7

supposed to uphold the promises of Treaty on behalf of the8

Crown, has ENR received funding this year or for next and,9

if so, how much in regards to research for the Bathurst10

caribou herd?11

12

(BRIEF PAUSE)13

 14

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Susan Fleck.  I can't15

speak about future years with Indian and Northern Affairs16

because we provide projects to them on a proposal basis.17

But this past year, which ends in a week,18

we've received approximately a hundred and fifty thousand19

dollars ($150,000) and in previous years we have received20

as much as three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000) for21

caribou studies.22

MR. TODD SLACK:   Todd Slack, YKDFN. 23

Sorry, just as a point in clarification, is that in24

regards to just the Bathurst herd, or is that in regards25
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to caribou research for the NWT?1

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Susan Fleck.  The -- we2

-- we do it on a proposal basis and so most of the money3

we usually apply to offset the cost of the data4

acquisition for the movement of animals.5

And we also use it to offset the cost of6

deploying collars and purchasing collars because this7

information is used by companies when -- and also Boards8

when they are looking at land use applications and where9

caribou are moving.  And it's been primarily towards the10

herds in the North Slave Region.11

MR. TODD SLACK:   Sorry, if I might ask12

another point in clarification here.13

At present there's twenty (20) collars,14

give or take, as the sort of goal for the Bathurst herd. 15

In ballpark here we're looking at how many collars across16

the Territory?17

18

(BRIEF PAUSE)19

 20

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Mr. Chairman, Jan21

Adamczewski for ENR.  I'm not sure exact total, but what22

we could do is give you a rough idea what we've seen herd23

by herd.  So if we start in the west, Cape Bathurst is24

usually twenty-five (25), thirty (30) collars; Bluenose25
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West, sixty (60), seventy (70) collars; Bluenose East,1

forty (40) to sixty (60); Bathurst, ten (10), fifteen2

(15), twenty (20); twenty (20) when they've just been put3

out; Ahiak, I think at around thirty-five (35) or forty4

(40) because Nunavut has put a few collars on that  --5

that herd, as well; and Beverly we're down to, I think,6

one (1), but that's a whole different sort of situation. 7

So that -- that's basically what we normally work with.8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank --9

thank you very much.  It's Grant Pryznyk, Co-Chair.  Mr.10

Slack, thank you.  We'll move on and let -- City of11

Yellowknife, have they shown up yet for -- to ask12

questions?  Is there a representative from the City?13

14

(BRIEF PAUSE) 15

16

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay.  Ms.17

McMaster, would you care to ask another question or two18

(2)?19

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Thank you.  My first20

question relates to the discussion about general trends in21

-- in caribou herds around the world.  I haven't seen a22

lot of data to substantiate the decline and the assertions23

about a decline around the world in reindeer and caribou,24

but I do know a little bit about the Porcupine herd.  I25
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did speak with Mr. Russel over in the Yukon who's a long-1

time biologist over there, and I have spoken with other2

people about this herd.3

To me this -- to -- my understanding is4

that this herd actually calves both in Alaska and in the5

Yukon, and even though it crosses an international border6

it's still called the Porcupine herd.  ENR today has7

indicated that that herd has declined.  And to my8

knowledge that herd hasn't been surveyed in seven (7) or9

eight (8) years because the cows have not congregated.10

Could you please say whether or not this is11

correct or incorrect?  Just one (1) word, please.  Has it12

been surveyed in seven (7) or eight (8) years?13

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   They have tried to14

do a post-calving survey for the last seven years and been15

unsuccessful --16

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Okay.  Thank you.17

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   -- because of18

weather issues.19

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Thank you.  My second20

question is with respect to the Bluenose management herd. 21

And -- and I understood that there was a Bluenose22

management herd in development.  23

Is -- is this correct?  And how long has it24

been in development?25
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MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Susan Fleck.  There is a1

-- there is an existing Bluenose Management Plan and it's2

being updated; that process has been going on for a about3

a year -– just over a year.4

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Was that a plan that5

was in 2006?  Did that arose out of 2006?6

I -- I understand that that Bluenose7

Management Plan was to be developed from the year 2006,8

and I -- I couldn't find that plan anywhere.  So I'm just9

wondering why it's taking so long, basically, and where it10

is.11

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Susan Fleck.  The12

process to prepare a new management plan for the Cape13

Bathurst, the Bluenose West, and the Bluenose East herds14

is being led by the co-management boards.15

They -- my understanding is that they16

started about a year and a half ago.  They have had one17

round of consultation meetings in the communities in18

Nunavut, Sahtu and Inuvialuit areas.  And they intend to19

work over the next year to take the results of that20

consultation and prepare a management plan and go out for21

another round.22

MS. KAREN MCMASTER:   Thank you.23

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   It's Grant24

Pryznyk.  Thank you very much, Ms. McMaster.  25
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North Slave Metis Alliance, would you care1

to ask another question or two (2)?  North Slave Metis2

Alliance?3

Mr. Knutsan, would you care to go on behalf4

of the Federation again?5

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:  Yes.  Thank you, Mr.6

Chairman.  Martin Knutsan, NWT Wildlife Federation.  I'd7

like to -- I'm going to read an excerpt from a letter here8

that was done by Page and Associates and it was addressed9

to Co-Chairman Mr. Grant Pryznyk, as of February 22nd,10

2010.11

 I won't read the whole report, but I'd12

like to read the conclusion of it, ending with a question13

following that.  And this -- it was from the14

recommendations.  It says: 15

"In summary, the survey data are16

inadequate to support a decline as17

outlined by ENR and demographic models18

have not been independently evaluated19

and peer reviewed.  Some of the key20

assumptions, such as mortality rates,21

are unreasonable.  The Alberta Research22

Council did not evaluate the evidence23

for a decline or the population models24

used by ENR, but did recommend some25
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improvements in data collection,1

scientific rigour, and transparency. 2

Those recommendations should be3

implemented.  The status quo for hunting4

should be restored until and if there is5

greater certainty of the need for6

drastic measures.  Another independent7

scientific review may not be very8

helpful.  Instead, we suggest a9

collaborative approach with independent10

biologists working side by side with ENR11

biologists and First Nations specialists12

to determine a successful path to the13

future.  We are willing to help in any14

capacity to chart this future path." 15

Now this was prepared by two (2)16

biologists; one, Mark Fraker of Sydney, BC, and a Dr. Rick17

Page, Page and Associates of Victoria.  And Mr. -- Dr.18

Page is on the Ethics and Discipline Committee for the19

College of Applied Biologists of BC.  So he is a member of20

a professional association and he is on the Ethics and21

Discipline Committee for that association; and just to22

qualify the remarks. 23

And I would like to ask ENR how they would24

respond to a collaborative approach to dealing with this25
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problem?. 1

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   I think in terms of2

the collaborative approach, if you recall our presentation3

earlier, Susan and Fred spoke about this.  And we -- we4

would be willing to engage and we're hoping to engage in a5

-- a broad-based co-management plant to develop from this6

point on.  We would argue though that in the interim any7

harvest from the Bathurst herd has to be very small scale,8

or we're just looking at more rapid decline. 9

The comments from Rick Page and Mark10

Fraker, I'm not sure what we're supposed to do that --11

with that.  I mean, they have no experience working up12

here.  I'd sort of ask the question who they were actually13

employed by. 14

And you know, the -- the ARC review was15

carried out by a group at the Alberta Research Council. 16

We have Larry Roy here from that group and I think he17

could address any questions there might be about what ARC18

did or did not say. 19

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Martin Knutsan, NWT20

Wildlife Federation.  Another question that I'd like to21

present to ENR:  Will the harvesting of -- in the22

neighbourhood of fifty (50) to a hundred and fifty (150)23

caribou by resident hunters affect the number of calves24

born and hence overall future population of caribou? 25
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"Yes" or "No" would be a fine answer. 1

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Sorry, not getting --2

Susan Fleck.  You're not getting a "Yes" or "No" answer. 3

What we've been -- what ENR has recommended in the4

presentation is that any level of harvest is a -- is5

concern.  6

We -- if there's -- if -- if the Board is7

willing to live with a -- some level of risk, then you8

could have a small harvest.  We are suggesting less than9

five hundred (500), which is part of the joint proposal. 10

And how that har -- how that harvest is allocated is up --11

is explained in the Tlicho Agreement and that's what I12

assume the -- the Board would follow and the government13

would also have to follow. 14

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 15

Thank you, Mr. Knutsan.  It's Grant Pryznyk, Co-Chair. 16

We'll go on around to Jenni Bruce, NWT Tourism, now. 17

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Mr. Chairman, if I18

might  comment --19

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   On -- on --20

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   -- that the question21

was not answered. 22

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   The23

question --24

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Was not answered. 25
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CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   In --  1

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   I asked --2

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   In what3

way?4

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:    There was -- there5

was no answer to the question.  The question was:  Will6

the harvest of a hundred and fif -- or, fifty (50) to a7

hundred and fifty (150) caribou affect the number of8

calves born and, hence, the overall future population of9

the caribou?  That was not answered in my mind. 10

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Well, the reason,11

Mr. Chairman, that there wasn't a one (1) word answer is12

that there simply is no nice, simple way to do that. 13

We do recognize that the outfitter harvest14

and the resident harvest has been relatively small in the15

last few years.  It's all bulls and bull harvest certainly16

has much less impact on the herd.  17

But it isn't as simple as kind of, you18

know, what does this do.  If we're going to talk about19

harvest management and harvest allocation there are rules20

about these things in all the land claims, and those rules21

need to be followed.  It's not as simple as kind of what22

would it -- what would a hundred and fifty (150) bulls do23

to the -- to the herd. 24

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Mr.25
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Knutsan? 1

MR. MARTIN KNUTSAN:   Just a comment.  I2

take it then that a lot of these decisions are political3

decisions and not scientific decisions? 4

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 5

Thank you very much.  Jenni Bruce, NWT Tourism?  Ms. Bruce6

isn't here any longer it looks.  Her chair is vacant. 7

Peterson's Point Lake Lodge, would you care8

to ask another few questions? 9

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   Yes, thank you. 10

I've heard -- my name is Amanda Peterson, Peterson's Point11

Lake Lodge.  12

Mr. Co-Chairs, I've heard and have13

requested that all user groups of caribou work together. 14

And earlier today I heard Ms. Fleck mention that working15

together we can, you know, succeed.  16

I -- well, I guess I'd like to see this --17

well, I'd certainly like to see this happen and -- and I'm18

wondering how the Department of ENR is -- is working19

together with outfitters as a source of knowledge in20

regard to the management of caribou?  Thank you. 21

22

(BRIEF PAUSE)23

24

MR. FRED MANDEVILLE:   Fred Mandeville,25
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ENR.  I guess we meet with the outfitters twice yearly and1

some of the initiatives that we've tried to work with, or2

we have worked with, is they provide us with a lot of3

biological samples, numbers of animals harvested, and --4

and some of this information on predators seen out there.  5

And this is stuff that we -- we take this6

information and try to implement it in any of our7

management plans, I guess, is what they give us out there. 8

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   Sorry, just for clar9

-- clarification, do you -- I mean, yes, I'm very much10

aware, Mr. Co-Chair, that outfitters provide -- volunteer11

and volunteer their time -- valuable information in regard12

to harvest levels, collecting samples of caribou.  13

And -- and I'm wondering how ENR might14

propose that we improve our working relationship and be15

included at the table in regard to working together --16

working together in relation to caribou management and the17

future of caribou?  Thank...18

19

(BRIEF PAUSE) 20

21

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 22

Ernie Campbell here.  I'll probably take a little more23

than thirty (30) seconds here to -- to answer that24

question. 25
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My current position has been working out of1

headquarters in Yellowknife, but I spent eighteen (18)2

years working in the North Slave region from an officer to3

a manager.  And through those years -- I mean, I think as4

the outfitting industry grew I was a big part of that and5

working with the outfitters, and we -- we shared a lot of6

information on what we were doing with our research and --7

and management decisions that we -- we came forward with8

in working with our partners.9

So I guess, you know, I could say that we10

have possibly have provided just as much information to11

the outfitters as any other group on where the herds, in12

particular the Bathurst, was at.  Some of the processes13

that unfolded, like recording where the meat was going and14

ensuring that exporting and -- and the -- and the permits15

were authorized through the outfitters coming through our16

office, annual updates, you name it, these meetings twice17

a year, it -- a lot of information was provided by both18

sides working together.  And at that time the herd was19

healthy in the -- in the '90s.  There was increases in the20

'90s to the animals to -- for the outfitters to -- to21

harvest.  That's working together.  22

Correspondence is in place where, you know,23

as -- as the herd either increased or remained stable it24

could sustain a small percentage of harvesting for the25
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outfitting industry.  That was fine.  There was always1

provisions in there that there may come a time that the2

herd might not be always stable or increasing and3

reductions may have to occur.  That is acknowledged and --4

and agreed upon. 5

I mean, as -- as we approach this critical6

situation -- and -- and, Amanda, you know I've been7

stressing it that, you know, we all have to work together. 8

We do promote the outfitters working as a co-management9

partner.  I mean, maybe not to the extent as the land10

claim provisions, for example, have been there.  11

But, again I know in the development of the12

Bathurst Caribou Management Plan a few years ago, there13

was a point where -- there was -- even with -- where we're14

considering that I was -- outfitters, or whatever and15

that.  But, I -- I think that we genuinely -- genuinely16

brought the interest to the table. 17

And -- and today though in this critical18

situation that we're in, we want to keep you in the loop,19

we want you to work with us.  We -- we explore other20

avenues with  other departments in the GNWT to -- to21

ensure that you have a viable business.  However, there's22

a process in place right now where in this kind of23

critical condition that the Bathurst herd's in, that24

unfortunately we have to follow a process and -- and25
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whether it's political like Mr. Knutsan identified, well1

again, we're -- we're not going to go away from that2

process and that's what we have to follow.  3

But, again we're open to working with the4

outfitters to ensure they're updated on a regular basis on5

where caribou -- the caribou situation's at and again,6

options for them to -- to try to remain in business. 7

Thank you. 8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Ms.9

Peterson, you're done?10

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   Can I pass the mic11

over to my colleague at -- at this point in time, or...  12

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Is he with13

the Lodge?14

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   Yes.  He's one of15

our staff.16

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   One (1) --17

one (1) question.18

MS. AMANDA PETERSON:   Thank you.19

MR. PAUL JONES:   Paul Jones is my name. 20

And it refers to a slide that was up earlier, slide number21

19, dealing with caribou avoidance.  There was some22

numbers there: 14 to 20 kilometres.23

So my question is:  Avoidance of what? 24

Caribou avoiding what, and what evidence that assertion is25
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based on.1

MR. JOHN BOULANGER:   John Boulanger,2

statistician with ENR.  That estimate is based upon a few3

lines of evidence.  It's first of all based upon satellite4

collared caribou.  We developed a habitat selection model5

that basically looked at what type of habitats on their6

summer range caribou select, and then we added in a7

question or a -- a model term that basically asked: Does8

that selection change in the proximity of mine areas?  And9

then, from that, we have a -- and I think that it is in10

the documents that were provided on the registry, we11

estimated that their selection was lower in the vicinity12

of mine areas.13

We also used -- because these mine areas do14

aerial surveys right over the mine areas out to a certain15

distance, we also developed -- used the same approach for16

that and, where we looked at the presence or absence of17

caribou in transect areas in the proximity of mines,18

developed a habitat selection model, and then looked at19

whether they were selecting -- once we accounted for other20

types of habitat that they seemed to be selecting for on21

their summer range -- was their an avoidance of these mine22

areas?23

Again, this is a technical subject, and we24

developed a specific methodology to estimate that area of25
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avoidance.  And again, I believe there's a manuscript on1

the registry that goes into more detail there.2

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you,3

gentlemen.  That's Grant Pryznyk, co-chair.4

Next one on the list is David -- or David -5

-  Bob Turner and David Livingstone.  Bob Turner and David6

Livingstone, are you here now?7

8

(BRIEF PAUSE)9

10

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   They are11

not indicating they're here.  Next one on the list is12

Rabesca's Resources, Joyce Rabesca.13

MS. JOYCE RABESCA:   Joyce Rabesca.  Thank14

you, Co-Chairs Judas and Pryznyk.  I have no questions at15

this time.  However, I've been asked by Petersons -- no,16

they've changed their mind.  They don't need any more17

time, so that's it.18

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   All right. 19

Thank you very much.  It's Grant Pryznyk, co-chair.20

We're through everybody twice now, so now21

we're -- it's for -- time for the legal counsel, the22

Board's legal counsel, staff and the Board members23

themselves.24

And we'll start with the legal counsel, Mr.25
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Donihee.  Would you care to ask any questions?1

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   John Donihee, Board2

counsel.  I have a couple, Mr. -- Mr. Chairman.3

I'd like -- like to refer you -- I just4

want to clarify, for the record, exactly where ENR is with5

respect to Item number 5 on your management proposal which6

was filed in November.  So that's the one that talks about7

-- it says "reduce harvest pressure males."  I haven't8

heard anybody this afternoon from ENR suggesting that cow9

harvest -- you've changed your position on the cow10

harvest.11

But the -- Item number 5 didn't identify an12

actual number.  We now have slide number 27, that13

statistical model, and we've had some questioning about14

that.  So I guess I'd just like to know what ENR's15

position is.  It -- it seems to have -- the language16

you're using has softened some today.  What is your17

position about the male -- the harvest of bulls?  Is there18

room for a limited harvest, and if so, what do you19

recommend to the Board that harvest should be restricted20

to?21

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   The only thing22

that's really changed -- oh, sorry -- oh, I still have the23

same name: Jan Adamczewski, ENR.24

What's changed a little bit, I guess, is25
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all the meetings that we've had with various Aboriginal1

groups, and then the evaluation, the analysis, with the --2

sort of multi-coloured chart there, sort of gave us a3

little more insight into sort of relative impacts of4

different size of harvest.5

Our best sense right now, if calf6

productivity stays about where it was last year, is that7

this herd, with no harvest at all, will most likely be8

declining slowly.  If calf numbers improve that could9

change; you could even see perhaps a small increase.10

So, from a biological perspective, from a11

caribou conservation perspective, if the likely trend is a12

decline, then any harvest on top of that is only going to13

increase that decline.14

What this work -- and there is -- you know,15

this is kind of a one (1) page summary of a somewhat16

longer report.  What this evaluation basically showed us17

was that a small-scale harvest of bulls is I guess a18

relatively low-risk option.  Low risk in the sense that19

there is relatively little risk of a rapid decline.  20

Any harvest on the scale of what we had21

previously would be pretty much a disaster for the herd. 22

So, you know, the best option for the Bathurst herd to23

recover would be zero harvest, but we could live with a24

small-scale bull harvest, accepting that bull harvest has25
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much less impact than -- than cow harvest.1

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   Thank you, Mr.2

Chairman.  John Donihee again.3

I'm -- I am -- thank you for that answer. 4

I'm -- I'm looking at the -- the actual proposal, the --5

the tables that you submitted, which were appended to your6

proposal of November the 5th.  One of the paragraphs in7

there, I'd just like to just clarified if you would, it8

says, "subject to changes;" that's in reference to the9

bulls -- the males harvest that we just talked about.  And10

it says:11

"Subject to changes if results of fall12

composition survey review a low number13

of bulls in the herd."14

And so I'm -- I'm wondering, was that in15

reference to composition surveys that you were going to do16

in the fall of 2009, or is that simply one of the ongoing17

sort of adaptive management criteria that you would apply18

to your position in respect of whether this bulls harvest19

could take place?20

MR. BRUNO CROFT:   Thank you, Mr. Co-Chair. 21

Bruno Croft.22

This paragraph was added for the long term. 23

As it is, you know, we would adapt as things fluctuate on24

us.  If the cow -- the bull-to-cow ratio would change25
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eventually and get to a level that we're not comfortable1

with, then this measure may have to be readjusted.2

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   Thank you, Mr.3

Chairman.  John Donihee.  I have one (1) last question.4

The -- the last part of -- of that Item5

number 5 in the table makes references to recommendations6

to harvest the Bluenose East and Ahiak caribou.  And the7

Board is required by the Tlicho Agreement to consult with8

the -- the boards in those areas before making a9

recommendation to the parties, but I'd like to know what10

specific arrangements or what specific discussions and11

consultation ENR held with the Sahtu Renewable Resources12

Board and the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board before13

this suggested, you know, change in harvesting was put14

forward?  Because on the evidence that you presented it15

today, it appears those herds are declining as well.  16

So, you know, how -- how has this displaced17

pressure, harvesting pressure, been dealt with between the18

department and the wildlife management boards in those19

areas?20

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Susan Fleck.  We -- on21

the joint proposal, a presentation was made to the Nunavut22

Wildlife Management Board in early December to inform them23

about the proposal.  We gave it to them as information. 24

It was not a consultation session.25
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With the Sahtu Board, they have also1

received the information on the joint proposal.  The Sahtu2

Board and the communities in the Kitikmeot have expressed3

concern about moving harvest from one herd to another herd4

that is declining.5

This winter we have kept fairly co -- close6

track of what the harvest level for the Bluenose East herd7

is.  We believe that the herd, if you include the8

Kitikmeot summer harvest of about five hundred (500), is -9

- will total about two thousand (2,000) caribou, and we10

believe that this is less than previous years because of11

the measures that were in place this winter. 12

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   John Donihee, Mr.13

Chairman.  I should never say it's the last question.  I'd14

just like the Department then to confirm that in their15

opinion, professional opinions, I -- what I really want to16

know here is from the biologist, I suppose.  But in your17

view then, is the risk of displacing harvest from the18

Bathurst area to these areas, given the status of those19

herds, acceptable.20

MS. SUSAN FLECK:   Susan Fleck.  For the21

Bluenose East herd there -- we do intend to do a survey22

this summer so that we can get an up-to-date estimate of23

that herd.  And based on that, we would then work with24

everyone to reassess what level is acceptable because25
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we're concerned about increasing pressure on the Bluenose1

East herd. 2

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay, it's3

Grant Pryznyk, Co-Chair.  Board staff, any questions?  And4

there are none, okay.  5

Mike, any questions from you as a Board6

member, Mike Romie?  No?  7

Charlie, any questions from you?8

MR. CHARLIE RABESCA:   None.9

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   None.  No10

questions from Joseph.  Bruce MacDonald, any questions?11

MR. BRUCE MACDONALD:   Thank you, Mr.12

Chairman.  It's Bruce MacDonald, a member of Wek'eezhii13

Board.  I'm just -- I'd like to read, first of all,14

section 12.1.5 of the Tlicho Claim, subsection (c), and it15

-- it's leading me to my questions that I had for ENR.16

It says:17

"The Board shall use the best18

information available, except that in19

the absence of complete information,20

where there are threats of serious or21

irrepairable damage, lack of complete22

certainty shall not be a measure for23

postponing reasonable conservation24

measures."25
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So I'll break that up into a couple of1

small questions, if I could.  Does ENR, the information2

they're putting before the Board, would you agree that the3

information provided is the best information available?4

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Mr. Chair, Ernie5

Campbell here.  Yes, to that question.  We believe the6

information is the best information available.7

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   One (1)8

more question?9

MR. BRUCE MACDONALD:   Thank you, Mr. Co-10

Chair.  It's Bruce MacDonald again, member.  Would ENR11

agree that, at this point, there is -- we are in --12

there's a threat or a serious chance of irreparable damage13

if we do not act?14

MR. ERNIE CAMPBELL:   Mr. Chair, Ernie15

Campbell here.  Yes, we feel that there is that risk if we16

don't act here fairly soon.17

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   It's Co-18

Chair Grant Pryznyk.  Thank you very much, Mr. MacDonald.19

Mr. Case, any questions from you?20

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you, Mr. Co-chair. 21

Ray Case, Board member.22

Just some questions on -- to clarify some23

of the -- the presentation.  First to slide 10.  The lower24

left-hand graph, spring calf survival, shows point three25
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(.3) to point four (.4) calves per hundred cows.  Is -- is1

that an error?  2

Could you confirm that that is an error,3

please, as opposed to thirty (30) to forty (40) calves per4

hundred cows on the scale on the left?5

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Mr. Chairman, the6

line at thirty (30) calves per hundred cows was borrowed7

from one of Tom Bergerud's publications or reports.  He8

put it out there as a kind of a -- a ballpark value where9

values over that line you'd be -- have -- you would10

probably have a stable, perhaps increasing herd, and11

values below that typically would be declining herd.  And12

I put a kind of a fuzzy thing around it just to indicate13

not to -- you know, to take that with some caution.14

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you.  Ray Case --15

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Yeah, sorry.  I16

misunderstood your question, Mr. Chairman.  It should be17

thirty (30) calves per hundred cows.  Just an error in18

making up the graph.19

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you.  Glad to hear20

that.  We would be in big trouble.21

Further to slide 10.  There were some22

explanations given earlier about the use of spring -- or23

calf survival ratios, and I -- I was just wondering if I24

could summarize it a little bit and get your confirmation25
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that -- that we've -- we've got it correctly in that the1

calf/cow ratios indicate the potential for the population2

to replace itself, but this information needs to be3

tempered by information on cow mortality or the number of4

yearlings in the sample, with the cow mortality biassing5

an interpretation towards things being a bit better than6

they really are, and the -- the number of yearlings in the7

sample biassing interpretations towards things being8

actually worse than they are.9

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Yeah.  Just one (1)10

point of clarification sort of on behalf of John11

Boulanger, our statistician.  One (1) of the factors that12

went into the work that he did with the Bathurst herd, he13

uses the calving ground composition surveys in part as a14

measure of productivity, essentially a proxy for pregnancy15

rate.  And one (1) of the things that we saw on that16

survey was that there was a fairly high number of very17

young cows in that herd, and that, in our understanding,18

would probably mean a bit of a delay in terms of recovery19

of the herd.20

Once those cows are breeding annually, the21

herd should potentially recover more quickly, but that22

would be one of the reasons why initial recovery, even23

with no harvest, would probably be a little bit on the24

slow side.25
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MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you.  Ray Case, Board1

member.2

On slide 12, there are two (2) maps.  Could3

you confirm that the red, green, yellow indicate the same4

range of -- of densities?5

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Yeah, the -- the6

scale that was used on these maps was ten (10) would be --7

or, sorry, red would be more than ten (10) caribou per8

square kilometre, yellow would be one (1) -- one (1) to9

ten (10), and green would be less than one (1) caribou per10

square kilometre, so low, and then increasing densities11

towards the interior.12

And, yes, there -- there is some evidence13

on -- on this map of decreasing densities from 2007 to14

2008. 15

MR. RAY CASE:   Okay, thank you.  Ray Case,16

Board member.  On slide 18, there's reference to -- to17

fire, and I was wondering if ENR has some information on18

the proportions of the Bathurst winter range that has been19

burned in the past forty (40) to fifty (50) years.  And20

I'm -- I'm not looking for, you know, precise figures, but21

is it around -- you know, around ten (10), 20 percent, 5022

percent, or are we talking, you know sixty (60), 7023

percent?24

25
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(BRIEF PAUSE)1

2

MR. BRUNO CROFT:   Thank you, Mr. Co-Chair. 3

Thanks, Ray, for your question.  I don't have an exact4

figure of the percentage of the range that has been burned5

in recent years.  It -- it's huge.  It's large.  We do6

have people working on that right now, and that -- we can7

make that information available to you pretty soon.  8

We got two (2) graduate students working on9

it from a scientific point of view, and we also have10

another one working with -- with the Elders in traditional11

knowledge to get a better understanding on the impact of12

forest fires. 13

But in terms of exact figures, if we may14

get back to you and give you that, I think it's -- we15

could easily determine it using GIS and current maps that16

we have going back to nineteen six -- or late 1950s.17

MR. JOHN DONIHEE:   Mr. -- it's John18

Donihee, Board counsel.  Mr. Chairman, if that's an19

undertaking, perhaps Mr. Croft can indicate to the Board20

when they might provide that information.21

MR. BRUNO CROFT:   Thank you, Mr. Chair,22

Mr. Donihee.  Within a week we could easily provide this23

information to you.  It's a simple GIS -- GIS exercise. 24

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Would you -25
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- it's Co-Chair Grant.  Would you care to pick a day?  You1

say a week from today.  April 1st?2

MR. BRUNO CROFT:   Sure.3

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay.4

MR. BRUNO CROFT:   April 1st, yeah.5

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Thank you6

very much.7

MR. BRUNO CROFT:   You're welcome.8

9

--- UNDERTAKING NO. 2: To provide information on the10

proportions of the Bathurst11

winter range that has been12

burned in the past forty (40)13

to fifty (50) years14

15

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you.  Ray Case, Board16

member.  On slide 51 -- or, sorry, 21, with the discussion17

of wolves and wolf numbers, my understanding is that den18

sites are surveyed early in the year, in and around June,19

and then active dens are identified, and then those dens20

are -- are surveyed again in August to determine if21

they're -- they're still occupied.22

What I don't have here is any indication of23

the number of den sites actually being occupied in the24

spring, in the June, if there's any -- been any trends and25
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changes in actual numbers of -- of den sites being used at1

the beginning of -- of the season.2

MR. DEAN CLUFF:   Dean Cluff, ENR.  Thank3

you, Mr. Co-Chair.  The number of dens that have been4

surveyed in June has fluctuated over the years since 1996. 5

The objectives of that wolf den survey have changed.  It6

started out as a West Kitikmeot Slave study, looking at7

den site fidelity, and the study area has grown,  So8

there's been around twenty (20) to twenty-five (25) dens9

that are active in any given year, but in recent years the10

study area has expanded a bit so there's a larger area11

that has been included.12

So now we have a -- a -- a set standard13

area that we're searching.  So we set -- we searched a14

number of den sites, over about a hundred, and we search15

eskers.  So in -- in more recent years, it's been a -- a16

set area.  It has increased over time until now.17

MR. RAY CASE:   Thank you.  Ray Case, Board18

member.19

On slide 36, there's an indication that20

there has been no decline in the Cape Bathurst and21

Bluenose West herd, and with the reference to reduced22

harvest indicating them -- that being -- the -- the23

stability in those herds being an indication of the impact24

of the change in the harvest.  And I'm wondering if -- if25
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there's been some modelling done on -- on these herds and1

an assessment of the -- how much of this change from2

decline to stable can be tribit -- attributed to the3

change in the harvest regime on those herds?4

MR. JAN ADAMCZEWSKI:   Mr. Chairman, I'm5

still Jan Adamczewski, ENR.6

We did have some modelling done for the7

Bluenose West herd.  This was with the -- the caribou8

calculator.  That was last year.  And unfortunately some9

of the demographic information that we have for the10

Bathurst herd, you know, the data set wasn't as strong for11

the Bluenose West herd.12

What did come out of the modelling, one (1)13

of the scenarios that -- that was -- that Craig Nicolson 14

ran, was what would have happened to this herd had the15

harvest been reduced or had it been shut down earlier.  So16

he ran that for Bluenose West.  And the herd that sort of17

hit bottom, we hope, at eighteen thousand (18,000), likely18

in the early 2000s would still have declined and some of19

the, you know, late calving, calf-to-cow ratios, et20

cetera, was pointing into poor conditions.  Most likely21

the herd would have declined without any harvest, but it22

would have probably -- the bottom end would have been23

about twice as high as where they ended up at eighteen24

thousand (18,000).  So they could have been thirty-five25
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(35), forty thousand (40,000) caribou, had the harvest1

been reduced or eliminated earlier.2

I should mention, and I -- I believe Susan3

had it in her notes, both these herds in the last few4

years, we have calf-to-cow ratios, spring ratios, and5

those have shown improvement, and so we suspect that those6

improved calf -- calf survival numbers also assisted in7

getting at least initial stability in -- in these two8

herds.9

MR. RAY CASE:   Okay.  Thank you.  No more10

questions.11

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay.  Co-12

chair Grant Pryznyk.  Seeing that it's ten (10) minutes to13

6:00 and we're due to next hear from -- we propose that we14

just continue with the agenda as set out.  I think we'll15

make up the time later as we get to the small Intervenors.16

If you agree, and if I can have the17

indulgence of the Tlicho Government, we'll adjourn at the18

end of this question period, which appears over now.  I19

have no questions at all of ENR, and we'll do all of the20

Tlicho Government in the morning and just continue from21

there, if that's acceptable to the Grand Chief and his22

delegation.23

24

(BRIEF PAUSE)25
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CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   Okay. 1

Thank you very much.  I appreciate your indulgence.  And2

what we'll do is we'll have a closing prayer right now for3

the end of the day, and Joseph will -- will close off for4

us and adjourn the meeting.5

6

(CLOSING PRAYER)7

8

CO-CHAIRPERSON GRANT PRYZNYK:   One (1)9

final note, everyone.  We reconvene tomorrow morning at10

9:00 sharp.  We -- we are adjourned.11

12

--- Upon adjourning at 6:00 p.m.13

14

15

16

Certified correct, 17

18

19

______________________20

Wendy Warnock, Ms.21

22

23

24

25
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